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Introduction
Historical Perspectives, Phi Alpha Theta's
undergraduate research journal, was created as a
vehicle for public recognition of excellent student
scholarship. Students benefit immensely from the
practice of historical methods provided by Santa
Clara's History Department; intensive courses allow
students to engage history through the process of
research topics and formulating papers that address
new concepts in scholarship.
Through close
interaction with faculty, students hone writing skills
and their grasp of methodology. The culmination of
these historical encounters results in a high level of
scholastic achievement, as demonstrated in this issue.
Moreover, not only does this journal provide
students with the opportunity to be published, it
enables them to gain experience in the editing and
publishing process of historical scholarship. Student
editors worked with faculty advisors to determine the
final selection of student papers. Although many
History majors and minors submitted their finest work
for the review of the editorial board, only the best
papers were selected from this pool of exceptional
academic writing. Lively discussion produced the
final selection of seven papers presented in this edition
of Historical Perspectives, an outstanding final product
we are pleased to introduce.
As student editors we would like especially to
thank everyone who contributed their papers for
consideration. Thanks as well to Professors Steven
Gelber and Brigitte Charaus for assisting and
educating us in the editorial process, and a special
thanks to Judy Gillette, who took care of the
publication details .
https://scholarcommons.scu.edu/historical-perspectives/vol12/iss1/1
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Lastly, as graduating seniors of this University
and Department, we would like to take this
opportunity to thank the entire faculty and staff of the
History Department for nurturing our passion for
history and the historical process, and for installing in
us a firm grasp of historical perspective.

I
I

Cheers!
Brigid Eckhart
Galen Smith
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1

Dressing the Past: Women's Roles and
Costumes in 1939 America
Christie Genochio
The 1930s in America was a decade of self-conscious escapism, a post-Depression, pre-war carousel
of colors, costumes, and consumerism. Hollywood
catered to a nation in need of a cultural pick-me-up by
producing films exuding glamour, abundance, and
sensuality, qualities that helped distance nearly 85
million moviegoers each week from the realities of
deprivation and economic anxiety rippling through the
collective conscious. Exotic locales, idealized stars, and
a package of richly textured costumes, perfected makeup and hair, and roles driven by strength and
survivalism allowed viewers to luxuriate in a cinematically re-imagined world and to redefine and mold
themselves according to the ideals so beautifully
embodied onscreen.
By 1939, American women had spent ten years
convincing themselves that they were alive, healthy,
and hearty; that they were feminine, versatile, and
romantic; and that they were sexy, willful, driven, and
ready to do their part should another World War break
out. Taking their clothing cues from Hollywood icons
and epic costume designs, women at the end of the
1930s adapted their wardrobes according to the
vicissitudes of their own cultural roles; by translating
Erte and Adrian designs into Sears catalogue items
and off-the-rack ensembles, the average woman could
costume herself in ways that visibly manifested the
multiplicity of roles available to and encompassed by
her. She was ingenue, matron, glamour girl, housewife, working woman, mother, vamp-and soon she
https://scholarcommons.scu.edu/historical-perspectives/vol12/iss1/1
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would be the "gal back home," pinup girl, and Rosie
the Riveter. These roles, witnessed both in average
American homes and on screen in films like George
Cukor's The Women (1939), became the subject of
discourse in periodicals like the New York Times and
Photoplay, were represented in fashion magazines like
Vogue, and were made wearable in the inventories of
the Sears catalog. Glamour provided a new aesthetic
ethos for America's wives and mothers, an ethos
embracing sex appeal, independence, and the dream
of beauty imbued with power. Some cultural critics
derided the "denaturing" effect of glamour while others
extolled it for unleashing the female imagination. In
either case, the fashion industry in 1939 provided the
tools for transformation with movie costume-inspired
costumes for everyday life. The American woman's
wardrobe conflated a life-affirming emphasis on
natural physicality and functional performance with
the fantasy of hope and possibility conveyed in stylistic
allusions to movie heroines and starlets.
Since 1932, fashion moguls, like Vogue's stable of
stylists, set new patterns for femininity that emphasized female naturalness and aliveness. Photo spreads
drew on connotations of health, travel, sports, and
leisure were the themes of covers depicting athletic,
tan, active women. 1 Cover girls posed outdoors in
scantier garments: "More of the body than ever was
exposed to the sun and a new slim, firm athleticism
was pursued" as women's style dictated that the
female sex was "now to be reckoned with, no longer the

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

1

Valerie Lloyd, The Art of Vogue: Photographic Covers- Fifty
Years of Fashion and Design, (New York: Conde Nast
Publications Limited, 1986), 14.
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sensitive, dominated creatures of the past. "2
Prior to 1938, emulation of romantic silver screen
images took precedence in consumer imaginations as
big-budget period films, like Cecil B. De Mille's Cleopatra (1934), starring Claudette Colbert, allowed for epic
costume designs reveling in exotica and spectacle. De
Mille "filled the film with the lush exoticism" that his
audience craved, stuffing the scene compositions with
feathers, gold lame, a plethora of jewels, and a bevy of
barely-dressed beauties. 3 During that time, Sears
sought to capitalize on the movies' escapist place in
American society by expanding its market of accessories and dresses endorsed by stars like Loretta Young,
Claudette Colbert, Fay Wray, Adrienne Am.es, and even
Shirley Temple. These celebrity labels appeared in
contrast with 1930's introduction of women's overalls,
which not only acknowledged women's entry into the
labor force by providing them with practical attire, but
also marked the intrusion of more masculine style
cues into female fashion. While large hats, lace,
ribbons, florals, and bias-cut dresses inundated the
market,4 women inundated the working world as
factory workers and career girls, which meant an
increase in suits, sportswear, durable materials, and
versatile styles. Women were adopting new and varied
roles in society, and this reflected in the contrasting
contents of their closets.
2

Ibid.

3

Hollywood and History: Costume Design in Film, Organized

by Edward Maeder, (London: Thames and Hudston Ltd, 1987),
48.
4

Everyday Fashions of the Thirties As Pictured in Sears
Catalogs, Edited by Stella Blum, (New York: Dover Publications,
Inc.), Publishers Note.

https://scholarcommons.scu.edu/historical-perspectives/vol12/iss1/1
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But 1938 does indeed stand as a benchmark in
fashion history. The penultimate year of the Thirties
marked a transition in American couture, signifying a
shift from the insulated Golden Age of Glamour to an
awareness of the lean times waiting in the wings of the
1940s. 1938 saw Adolf Hitler create the
Oberkommando der Wehrmacht (High Command of
the Armed Forces) putting control of Germany's militia
in his hands; the Vatican recognize Franco's regime in
Spain during the Spanish Civil War; Howard Hughes
complete his record 91-hour around the world; the
annexation of the Sudetenland; Orson Welles's
hysteria-inducing radio broadcast of The War of the
Worlds; and Kristallnacht, which heralded the start of
the Holocaust. Amidst the upheaval, coquetry made its
entry into high fashion, as did an emphasis on artifice
with the return of the corset. Americans required
romanticism to distract them from the troubles abroad
and the looming possibility of another war, and in
order to lift their spirits, they needed to "elevate" their
style. According to fashion historian Julian Robinson,
the "Up, Up, Up Fashion" lifted hats, hair, collars,
skirts-and prices. 5 Even hair and make-up styles
followed this trend: the flat crown was upswept with
temple curls and tight clusters of curls, the sides and
back of the head went from fluffy side volume to side
rolls, and hairpieces appeared to add even more curl
clusters to women's heads. 6
The up-dos and fashion shifts not only mimicked
the intended mindset of the public, but also spoke to
5

Julian Robinson, Fashion in the '30s, (New York: Olympic
Marketing Corp, 1986), 90.
6
Hollywood and History, p. 46.
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the occupational needs of women and their exertion of
control both at home and in the office. Flowing tresses
or loose hair endangered or at least encumbered
women concentrating on work; not only would it need
to be brushed aside or constantly managed, but it also
clearly exploited their femininity in an environment in
which they sought increasing autonomy and leverage.
If women wanted to be taken seriously in the workplace, they needed a costume quick-change.
1938 marked the early phase of female re-selffashioning. That year, one Sears ad declared, "It's a
Suit Year-and styles have never been so flattering, so
sensible." Female shoppers were prodded to "invest
your capital in a suit" that was both durable and
classic, with pencil slim princess lines, shoulder
padding, pockets, and "kick pleats for walking room." 7
Investments suddenly seemed cute and winsome with
pleats and pencil lines; every woman could be like
Jean Arthur's clerical character-turned-Jimmy Stewart's wife, Alice Sycamore, in the 1938 Best Picture
Winner You Can't Take it With You, directed by Frank
Capra. Alice is competent, firm, free-spirited, charming, and funny, whether in a chiffon evening gown,
office attire, or playful pantsuit. Following her lead,
real women found themselves targeted by the ensemble campaign "Four Different Women and Every One is
You." According to the full-page spread, women should
"dress to express yourself; be exactly the woman you
want to be .. . gay, gallant, tailored or enchanting by day,
stirring and glamorous at night," with Sears clothes
that promised to "put excitement and drama into your
life" for a low price. Images of a "good sport" with
7

Everyday Fashions, p. 100

https://scholarcommons.scu.edu/historical-perspectives/vol12/iss1/1
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Robinson, pp. 90-92.
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walking shoes, hair scarf, play suit and coat, and
goggles; a woman "business-like in a suit for town"; a
"lovely and feminine" floral dress with waist bow,
gloves, hose, and wide-brimmed hat; and a "glamorous
lady after dark" in a romantic wrap with kerchief and
gardenias. 8 By enhancing the versatility and variety of
a won1an's wardrobe, characters were created for her
to play, transforming a mutable, somewhat unstable
role identity into a game of drama and dreams. By
wearing the Fay Wray or Claudette Colbert labels or
donning dresses inspired by film costumes, women
shifted between identities in order to perform multiple
functions in society without leaving the escapist
embrace of glamour.
According to Robinson, 1939 adhered to the
concept of"the more serious the times, more assertive
the fashion." These "assertive" trends included flared
skirts, close-fitting jackets, hats as the pinnacle of
style, new colors and weaves, a refined and highbusted silhouette, corseted waist, and padded bust
and hips-for added softness. These attempted to
inject a new vivacity and power into the female image.
Corsets contrived the wasp-waist and hour-glass
figures, but the undergarments still had to allow
women to go about their business, which meant they
had to be soft, comfortable, and supportive while
curved and cut to support and shape the body to lift
the bust and create a "spare-rib" look. 9 Style gurus
insisted that women diet and exercise if necessary, but
wear corsets absolutely: "New dresses demand it,

9

I
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corsets contrive it." 10 Fashion-forwardness told a story
of deception and contrived naturalism as women were
expected to fulfill contradictory expectations: they had
to be His Girl Friday and Scarlett O'Hara, to be solid
and capable as well as sexy and awe-inspiring. This
iron silk image carried with it dualistic weight: it
meant that by this time women were "no longer the
pert little jazz babies of the 20s" but were "cool,
seductive sirens with 'sex appeal. "' 11 However, it also
meant that they were both preparing for and trying to
prevent the impending upheaval of war.
On August 29, 1939, the New York Times printed a
story with the headline "Fashions Viewed as Plea for
Peace; Lilly Dache, Back from Paris, Finds Women
Using Clothes as Weapons Against War; Crisis to
Decide Vogues." The one-column article covered the
speculations of Mme. Dache, a New York millinary
designer traveling on ship from Notmandie with the
likes of Roland Young, James Stewart, Sonja Henie,
Constance Bennett, and Fira Benenson; Mme. Dache
reportedly said:
The 1939 collections prove that they are afraid
of war and are using their most potent weapon,
clothes, to prevent it, by appealing to men's
protective instincts .... If war breaks out, all the
rich, elaborate, and regal clothes women plan
will be thrown away. Instead, they will wear
functional, serviceable, sexless things on the
10

Robinson, p . 92.
The Thirties in Vogue, (New York: Random House
Publishing, 1984), 94
11

https://scholarcommons.scu.edu/historical-perspectives/vol12/iss1/1
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order of uniforms. 12
Her predictions did not go unsubstantiated. The
cover of the November 15, 1938 issue of Vogue, for
example, depicted a Carl Erickson illustration of a
woman in a green trenchcoat driving a convertible. Her
eyes are focused on the road as she steers with one
hand, the other raised in a gesture indicating a double
entendre: on one level she is negligently waving at
someone she knows on the street as she speeds past;
on another, she is parodying the Nazi salute. In an
issue dated July 1, 1939, the cover girl was a photographed model in enormous white sunglasses, applying bright red lipsticks to her parted lips, and clutching a red-and-white striped bag. With a bold blue
background to offset the woman and her accoutrements, the entire composition was colored in patriotic
red, white, and blue. On December 15 of that year,
female photographer Toni Frissell contributed another
photo, this time of champion skier-turned-model Hilda
Sturm on a ski lift, bundled up in winter ski clothes
and shouting greetings to someone below. The low
angle of the camera, leaning position of Sturm's torso,
criss-crossed ski poles, and cross-hatching lift wires
create a dynamic interplay of diagonals and sharp
angles that play up the vibrancy and solidity of the
woman's body. And again, with red hat, scarf, and
cuffs, blue sky and ski suit, and white clouds and
snow, the American flag leaps to mind.
The film industry itself hardly ignored its audi-

I

I
I
I
I

I
I

I

12

"Fashions Viewed as Plea for Peace," New York Times, 29
August 1939, 22.
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ence's awareness of the "difficulty in Europe" 13 • In the
middle of 1939's The Women, a comedic film consisting
entirely of women-both human and animal-and
based on the stereotypical power struggles, feminine
wiles, and machinations inherent in aristocratic female
relationships, as well as general female "types," the
sagacious Mrs. Moorehead (Lucile Watson), the "wise
owl" of the bunch, tells her just-divorced daughter
Mary (Norma Shearer), "living alone has its compensations. Heaven knows it's marvelous being able to
spread out in a bed like a swastika." This frank acknowledgment of the German Nazi Party and rather
crass comparison to the female body, coupled with the
images of robust, athletic, and glamorous women,
conveys a message to male and female audiences alike
that women can, and must, be participants in and
expressions of American pride and strength.
The easiest way to usher women into this new era
. of self-fashioning was to provide them with a buffet of
types from which they could pick and choose, and for
which they could dress accordingly. In the August
1939 Photoplay, an article entitled "From 'Vamp' to
'Oomph"' reflected on Hollywood's Glamour Girl
typologies since the start of the century: there was
Biograph Girl, America's Sweetheart, Ecstasy Girl, The
Orchid Lady, The Vamp, Sarong Girl, Platinum Blonde,
It Girl, and Oomph Girl. 14 Beneath the monikers lay
women resting on various points of the sexuality
spectrum, from muffin-baking homemakers to man13

libid.

14

The Talkies: Articles and Rlustrations From a Great Fan
Magazine, 1928-1940, Selection, Text, and Arrangement by

Richard Griffith, "From 'Vamp' to 'Oomph,"' August 1939, 198199.
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stealers to exotic Venuses to wholesome charmers.
Two months prior, on June 25, the New York Times
carried a two-page, photo-saturated feature on "Glamour Girls: A Film Cavalcade," by Frank S. Nugent. He
characterized the "Glamour Types" as: Dashing/ Athletic, Really Wicked, Foreign or Pseudo-Foreign, and Products of the Jazz Era. More importantly,
he designated their specific contributions to American
culture:
And what have been the contributions of Glamour over the years? The Pickford curls, the
Castle bob, the Garbo-Crawford-Rogers hairdos; the verb "to vamp," the quality "it" and
attribute of "yumph." Slacks, beach sandals,
dark sun-glasses and built-in shower baths.
Blood-red fingernails of bird-of-prey length,
open-toed shoes, cafe society, poise even in
Boise, Idaho. Increased travel abroad, the
Charleston and rumba, the art of putting husbands in the wrong (or in their proper place), a
half dozen conflicting solutions to the otherwoman problem. Lessons in deportment, coastto-coast standardization of dress, acquaintance
with some of the duller catch-phrases like "But
definitely!" and "Too, too delicious, my dear."
And-oh, yes!-the permanent acquisition of
Dorothy Lamour's sarong by the Los Angeles
City Museum. 15
This litany reflects the impact of female Hollywood
15

Frank S. Nugent, "Glamour Girls: A Film Cavalcade," New
York Times, 25 June 1939, SMS.
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icons on style, trends, manners, communication,
sexual mores, and notions of femininity, but what it
really indicates is the importance of presentation in
the art of being woman. Particular hairstyles and
outfits, slang and idiomatic expressions, public pres. ence through travel or social gatherings, artifice
applied to marital behavior-all were symbolized the
new American womanhood, a womanhood defined by
its lack of singular definition and by the availability of
multiple roles and methods of self-presentation.
On December 17, 1939, Ray · Gibbons Doyle, a
journalist with the Times, reviewed Margaret Farrand
Thorp's book, America at the Movies. In his assessment
of the text, Doyle considers Thorp's claim that movies,
fan magazines, and movie columnists are collectively
responsible for "new customs and manners and,
sometimes, even strange behavior. For many, social
conduct is guided solely by the screen and the 'hints'
columns. Revolutions in styles have been traced to the
same source."
Going even further, he refers to the "recipes of the
stars" diyulged in glamour mags, recipes American
housewives voraciously prepare in order to somehow
reify their identification with favorite Hollywood
figures. Similarly, they decorate their homes to look
like the stars' weekend bungalows.
At its worst, the influence of the silver screen led
members of both sexes "to let imagination produce a
slight but satisfactory confusion of their own identities
with the identities of glamour girls and boys." 16 For
instance, the infamous barbecue dress from Gone with
16

Ray Gibbons Doyle, "The Movies in their Connection with
American Life," New York Times, 17 December 1939, 92.

https://scholarcommons.scu.edu/historical-perspectives/vol12/iss1/1
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the Wind (1939) was perhaps the most copied garment
in the 1930s: prices varied, as did materials, including
copies in rayon, seersucker, and flocked organdy.
According to costume historian Edward Maeder, "A
dress need only to have a green velvet ribbon around
the waist or a dotted Swiss ruffle at the hem or around
the shoulders to be promoted as 'Scarlett O'Hara's
barbecue dress. "' 17 And if women could wear her dress,
they could be the firm, never-say-die Southern virago;
they could be carried to bed by their own Rhett Butler;
they could make a velvet curtain into a spectacle of
gown craftsmanship; they could survive war, hunger,
childbirth, and every other trial put before them. And
all with a scrap of green ribbon and a polka-dot ruffle.
The Women, on the other hand, portrayed female
self-casting and role-playing directly as another
manifestation of their identity empowerment. As the
credits roll at the start of the picture, each woman is
individually introduced alongside her particular
animal correlate. Norma Shearer, for instance, plays
Mrs. Stephen Haines (Mary), and she is an absolute
"deer;" she is outdoorsy, adventurous, strong, and
moral, a paradigm of wifed om and motherhood and not
at all unlike contemporary Vogue cover girls. Joan
Crawford, her foil, plays Crystal Allen, a perfume
shopgirl and "leopard" of a woman who insinuates her
way into Mary's man's arms with her aggressive
sexuality. Their cohorts and rivals consist of a black
cat, monkey, fox, lamb, owl, cow, horse, and little Mary
Haines (Virginia Weidler) who, like her mother, is a
baby deer. These women spend the duration of the film
gossiping, primping, shopping, and conniving and they
17

Hollywood and History, p. 84
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speak frankly about infidelity and betrayal, about sex
and duty and woman's place, and about shifting
between roles to get what they want. 18
Images and roles hinging upon female autonomy
and power had, however, a polarizing effect. Strength
was at once laudable as a trait that would keep American families going when war erupted, but it was also
deplorable as a gender-undermining attribute, a
plagiarism of masculinity. But if women couldn't
seduce their men into abjuring warfare, they could at
least make the best of the situation. Sears marketed
"American Beauties" and "Man-Tailored Suits: to make
a woman look her feminine best" that featured the
"new English drape," squared and padded shoulders,
kick pleats, figure-molding lines, and other such
stylistic details. However, the adjectives used to
market work or career clothes were notably different
from those associated with evening gowns and dresses.
Suits were "carefully designed, cleverly styled, masterly, sleek, smart"; evening wear was "romantic" with
"Gay 90s puffed sleeves," frills and sweeping skirts,
and were "soft, cuddly, winsome, desirable, gathered-and "perfect for graduation or dancing." 19
Education, ambition, opportunity, and acumen were
associated with these garments, with the suit representing the career costume and the gown signifying
the attire for educated, convivial, modern women.
The Sanforized-Shrunk Work-Play Clothes, Aprons,
Indestructo Work Clothes, and Good Quality
Percales-the working woman's wardrobe-addressed
the more practical aspects of clothing oneself for
18
19

The Women, Directed by George Cukor, 1939.
Everyday Fashions, pp 112, 114, 116.
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wartime. Overalls fit female figures but were detailed
according to male standards, with double-stitched
seams and metal buttons, buckles, pockets, and no
choice in color beyond denim blue. These utility
clothes were advertised as "washfast," "durable,"
"sturdy," "roomy," ready to "toss in the tub," and as
"work dress for factory or home." "Freedom," "comfort,"
and convertibility were also emphasized, and they were
described as perfect for "getting down to business" and
for "having an honest-to-goodness job on hand." 20
Amidst all this functionality, floral, patterns, borders,
and effusions of color were injected into the detailing
of the frocks as ways to allow the clothes to mediate
between women and the work they were required to
undertake.
The ultimate symbol of this role-playing, however,
was seen in the simplest of outfits: the "Charmette
Background Dress," which came with a stylish accessory. For just under $6 the consumer could have
"What every woman wants! A really good dress with
exquisite line and perfect fit. Smart enough to be lovely
just as it is ... or adaptable to accessory changes." 21
Considered a "background dress," this was essentially
a classic, blank canvas piece that transformed anew
with the addition of a bangle bracelet and necklace of
tinkling grapes and leaves, a corsage and sash two
yards in length, or a bolero of rayon and cotton
bengaline.
American housewives bought these dresses because they identified with the theory behind them: a
classic, strong core-of style or of femininity-could
20
21

I
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I
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provide the backdrop for a multiplicity of personalities
and purposes as they added accoutrements to herald
a role change. The same concept yielded mix-andmatch fashions, like interchangeable skirts and
blouses, because not only did they allow the wearers
more freedom and variety, but they did so for a manageable cost, which memory of the Depression and fear
of the impending World War gave increasing weight.
Hollywood stars and American housewives alike felt
the encroachment of World War II and spent the years
leading up to the October 1938 German invasion of
Poland rapidly spinning dreams of beauty, of possibility, of changeability through the gilt-edged world of
glamour and fashion. Walter Plunkett, costume
designer for Gone with the Wind, admitted that
fashionistas consciously wove fantasies into their
fabrics:
It was just as important to look ridiculously
gorgeous as it was to make a beautiful falsefront house and have it look wonderful. It was
gorgeous. It was expensive. It was phony. You
went to see a dream and you had a glorious
time because it was exciting, but it was never
reality. 22

Films and fashion were not only escapist and
spectacular, but they also gave women framework with
which to re-define and re-imagine themselves; a whole
new vocabulary of female types was entered into the
22

Margaret Bailey, Tlwse Glorious Glamour Years, The Great
Hollywood Costume Designs of the 1930s, (Secaucus, NJ: Citadel
Press, 1982), 1.
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cultural lexicon. It was the climax of a decade that had
steadily accrued new ways of considering women,
giving them new roles to play and the costumes
necessary to play those parts. For ten years they built
up the image of healthful, confident, indefatigable
American womanliness, and at the end of that era, at
the dawn of the 1940s and the transition into a new,
war-induced phase of female responsibility they stood
armed with these glamorous, sexually potent types
and the power to identify with whichever they chose.
Perhaps not all American women would vacillate
between hell-cat and homemaker, but they might be
called upon to take on the roles of war-bride, singleparent, factory worker or career girl, and other such
complex combinations of identities. The dream of
glamour may have been phony, but it had the very real
effect of instilling hope in female moviegoers and
consumers. By November 1939, even Hollywood itself
needed something to hold onto; as sparkling crowds
spilled out of the premiere of The Women, they were
greeted with newsboys' cries that war in Europe had
been declared and that their world would never be the
same. Photoplay recorded the moment in a brief,
anonymous reflection, concluding, "Hollywood, so
often a little world within itself, a little world of ambition and desire and a thousand internal problems
peculiar to its own profession, is fact to face with grim
reality. Hollywood, like all the rest of an anguished
world, can only wait-and hope." 23
Luckily, America now had an imagination ripe for
fostering hope and reserves of strength built upon ten
years' reiteration of its robust aliveness and ability to
23

The Talkies, "Clouds Over Hollywood," 268 .
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survive through adaptation, to prove itself the fittest of
nations. Glamour gave women the ability and freedom
to "dress to kill"-a more than appropriate gift for
wartime.
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Not the Hollywood Ten: Popular Film's
Promotion of Anti-Communism in the
1950s
Maryann Lucini
In the wake of the 11 September 2001 attacks and
the Patriot Act, the public fears terrorist attacks by
radical Islamists living in the United States. These
fears can be kept alive in part by such Hollywood
releases as Collateral Damage (2002) and The Sum of
All Fears (2002), or mitigated by films such as Munich
(2005), Flight Plan (2005), or Babel (2006). Looking
into the past, it is possible to see the powerful effect
films have on their audiences when fears of internal
sabotage are heightened. People must be alert to the
immense propagandistic power of Hollywood cinema
and its potential to impact, for better and for worse,
viewers already apprehensive about threats to their
nation 's security. The Cold War era was very similar
to the world today, in that its great amounts of fear
were fodder for popular media, particularly the film
industry.
With the advent of the Korean War in 1950, generally considered to be a war by proxy between the
United States and the Eastern Communist Block, the
United States entered into an era of heightened fear
and suspicion. Communism was cast as the enemy of
freedom and democracy. In 1950, accusations were
made by Joseph McCarthy that Communists were
active in the US Government. The House Un-American
Activities Committee (HUAC) was created to investigate
the presence of Communism in the United States.
These steps helped extend public perceptions of
Published by Scholar Commons, 2007
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Communists from an external threat to possibly an
internal one. Any American citizen was a possible
communist spy bent on overthrowing the United
States. Popular films came under intense scrutiny by
HUAC: as Chairman Thomas stated in a press release
on 20 October, 1947, "over 85 million people attend
the movies each week. . .It is not unnatural-in fact it is
very logical-that subversive and undemocratic forces
should attempt to use the medium for the un-American purposes." 1 Historians have tended to accept with
little questioning the strong emphasis on Hollywood's
efforts to denounce McCarthyism. On 9 February
1950, Wisconsin's junior senator Joseph McCarthy
announced, "I have here in my hand a list of 205 who
were made known to the Secretary. of State as being
members of the Communist Party and who, nevertheless, are still working and shaping policy in the State
Department."2 While this list was never produced nor
verified, the public believed it existed and thus it
reinforced the possibility of communist spies within
the American public. There is little research on the
important role 1950s popular film played in fanning
hysteria and supporting this Anti-Communist movement in the United States.
National memory has been selective on its history
concerning the film industry of the 1950s, emphasizing only those who struggled against an oppressive
1

Otto Friedrich, City of Nets: A Portrait of Hollywood in the
1940's (New York: Harper & Row, 1986), 311.
2
Joseph McCarthy, Speech for Women's Republican Club
dinner meeting in Wheeling, West Virginia, 9 Feb. 1950, in John
E. Haynes, Red Scare or Red Menace?: American Communism
and Anticommunism in the Cold War Era (Chicago: Ivan R. Dee,
1996) 64.
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blacklist. Hollywood loves its heroes; strong men and
women who fight against injustice. It has been easy to
ignore those who did not fit this view. 3 This highly
lopsided view, however, is false. In truth, movies from
many genres of popular film facilitated the growing
Anti-Communist hysteria of the 1950s.
Cyndy Hendershot's Anti-Communism and Popular
Culture in Mid-Century America (2003), is one of the
few books written about the very real, mutually supportive relationship between Anti-Communism and
popular culture. 4 Hendershot examines a wide variety
of media, including novels, film, and television.
However, she has a tendency to examine some of the
more obscure films of the 1950s while ignoring some
of the more widely viewed examples. Victor Navasky's
Naming Names (2003), compellingly reveals the tense
and conflicted atmosphere in Hollywood during the
Cold War and the continuing conflict between AntiCommunist and Communist movements. 5 He falls into
the popular trap, however, of tending to glorify the
more rebellious figures attacked by HUAC to the
exclusion of the very strong and prevalent Anti-Communist movement in the movie industry. When he
3

Excellent examples of works glorifying the Hollywood 10
include: Patrick McGilligan and Paul Buhle, Tender Comrades: A
Back.story of the Hollywood Blacklist, (New York: St. Martin's
Griffin, 1997), Paul Buhle and Dave Wagner, Radical Hollywood:
The Untold Story Behind America's Favorite Movies (New York:
The New Press, 2002), and Otto Friedrich, City of Nets: A Portrait
of Hollywood in the 1940's (New York: Harper & Row, 1986.
4
Cyndy Hendershot, Anti Communism and Popular Culture in
Mid-Century America, (Jefferson, North Carolina: McFarland
and Company, 2003).
5
Victor Navasky, Naming Names, (New York: Hill and Wang,
2003).
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does acknowledge this movement, he strives to vilify its
individual participants.
For this paper, the term "popular film" will not
necessarily refer to critically successful films, but
rather to films that were meant for widespread consumption by the average moviegoer -- thus excluding
most independent films and low budget films shown
only to limited audiences. Selection relies on whether
the New York Times, the "newspaper of record" for the
United States, published a feature review on the movie
with a front-page notice, virtually guaranteeing a wide
distribution.
Several dramatic films helped to heighten, not
reasonable Anti-Communism consciousness, but
paranoia in the United States. The openly anti-communist My Son John was released in 1952 with wellcalculated timing. 6 After two years, the Korean War
was still in full swing. In 1951 HUAC launched a
public investigation into suspected communistinfiltra- ·
tion of Hollywood. Whittaker Chamber's book Witness
had just been released, reviving the drama of the Alger
Hiss investigation; in which Hiss, a member of the US
State Department, was found to be spying for the
Soviets.
The book's release prompted California
Senator Richard Nixon to declare that once people
became certain that Communism was the correct
solution to the nation's troubles, nothing would stand
in the way of the widespread implementation of Communism: "men become Communists out of the best of
motives and . . . accept the pernicious doctrine of the
6

Leo Mccarey, dir., My Son John (Hollywood: Paramount
Pictures, 1952 ).
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end justifying the means." 7 Hysteria had already taken
hold. The American public believed that Communist
spies were everywhere and that there was no reasoning
with them. Communism had to be stopped.
In My Son John, Lucille Jefferson fears that her
son, John, has become a communist spy against the
United States. He has been consorting with a girl
suspected of having Communist ties. In the end, Mrs.
Jefferson informs the FBI of her son's ties, ultimately
resulting in John's death. This film embraced many
common fears. The biggest was the idea that Communist spies were lurking among American citizens. My
Son John drew strongly on the idea of self-sacrifice to
destroy communism. When Mrs. Jefferson turns her
own son into the authorities, she destroys her son's
life to preserve the United States against people the
Anti-Communist Hollywood Life called "the rats, who
have helped the commie cause, in an attempt to sell
America down the river." 8 The effects of films with
Anti-Communist plots or subplots on audiences was
noted by New York Times film critic Bosley Crowther,
who called the plot of one such film, "so strongly
dedicated to the anti-communist purge that it seethes
with the sort of emotionalism and illogic that is char7

Richard M. Nixon, "Plea for and Anti Communist Faith,"
Saturday Review of Literature (24 May 1952) in Eric Bentley, ed.,
Thirty Years of Treason: Excerpts from Hearings Before the House
Committee on Un-American Activities 1938-1968 (New York:
Thunder's Mouth Press, 2002) , 570.
8
" Jimmy Tarantino, Dore Schary and Dashiell Hammet
Communist Connections," Hollywood Life, 13 July 1951, in Ibid.
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acteristic of so much these days ."9 He protested any
film that would "heroize the image of the ranting, songsinging patriot who distrusts and ridicules intellectuals as dangerous perverters of youth." 10 While some
critics feared such messages could add "heat and
wind" to the hysteria, they nevertheless hoped that the
blind fervor evidenced in movies would "startle some
people into making a new and sober estimate of
things." 11
Westerns are a genre that typically display and
support stereotypic American values. High Noon, also
released in 1952, is no exception to this rule :12 The
lead . character, Marshall Will Kane (played by Gary
Cooper) exhibits key American traits of independence
and personal strength. Although his townspeople have
fled, intimidated by the threat of violence from Frank
Miller and his gang, Kane stays to defend both his
pride and his town in spite of the great odds against
his own survival. The film suggests what would
happen if no one would stand against the threats to
America: one of the characters states before the
showdown, "Kane will be a dead man in half an hour
and nobody's gonna do anything about it. And when
he dies, this town dies too. I can feel it." 13 When no
9

"The Screen in Review: Helen Hays Returns of Films in 'My
Son John,' feature at the Capitol Theater," New York Times, 9
April 1952 , 27. ProQuest Historical Papers.
10
Ibid.
11
Ibid .
12
Fred Zinnemann, dir., High Noon (Hollywood: Republic
Pictures, 1952).
13
"Memorable Quotes from High Noon," Internet Movie
Databases, «http:/ /imdb.com/title/tt0044706/quotes» (26
Feb. 2006).
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one will fight against the rising enemy, there is no
hope left.
What makes High Noon such an interesting example of an Anti-Communist film is that it demonstrates
that not all such films promoted the same beliefs. Still
adhering to strong Anti-Communist ideals, this film
can simultaneously be seen as a protest against the
oppressive McCarthyism in Hollywood. Generally,
Anti-Communism and McCarthyism are viewed as
basically the same thing, but here there is a definite
separation. High Noon was lauded by a New York
Times reviewer as an example of "moral courage in the
face of bullying threats ... a close relation to the world
today, where people are being terrorized by bullies and
surrendering their freedoms out of senselessness and
fear," an idea that could be applied both towards AntiCommunism and Anti-McCarthyism. 14 It was a movie
about the times. While it can be interpreted as a
strong show of American patriotism and Anti-Communist sentiment, it also reflected the growing unrest in
Hollywood under constant pressure to produce propaganda. Members of Hollywood's Anti-Communist
camp found this film appalling; John Wayne declared
. it, "the most un-American thing I've ever seen in my
whole life," but President Eisenhower called High Noon
one of his favorite films and often showed it to guests
at the White House. 15 The movie treads the thin line

1
I
I
1
I
I
I

I
I
I
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Bosley Crowther, "A Western Legend: 'High Noon' a Major
Film in a Popular Genre," New York Times, 3 Aug. 1952, xi,
ProQuest Historical Newspapers.
15
Thomas Doherty; "Western Drama, Cold-War Allegory,"
Chronicle of Higher Education vol. 49, no. 3, (13 Nov. 2002): B1517, Academic Search Elite (internet database], and City of Nets,
398.
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between criticizing HUAC while still supporting the
ultimate aim sought by HUAC, to confirm and squelch
Communism in America.
The conflicts of High Noon were closely paralleled
by Gary Cooper's own life, as well as his screen character's. In 194 7 he testified before HUAC that, "some
very sound and real fine pictures, more of them,
should be made on selling what is really Americanism.
A great many good pictures have been made ... but I
think there is great room for reselling people the idea
of what we have got in this country." 16 Despite Cooper's endorsement of film as political propaganda, he
was not a willing participant in the HUAC hearings,
having to be subpoenaed in order to appear. America
appeared to support his decision to support both the
Anti-Communists and the Anti-McCarthyists with his
role as Will Kane. He remained popular, winning an
Academy Award for Best Actor in 1953. John Wayne
accepted on Cooper's behalf. 17
Not only were Anti-Communist films being produced for adults, but some were being produced
specifically tailored to children, indoctrinating them to
virulent Anti-Communism at a young age. Invaders
from Mars (1953) was touted as a children's film,
"designed to meet the demands of today's space-struck
Science fiction movies, frequently
youngsters. "18
targeted to children, commonly played off Anti-Communist hysteria with none of the ambivalence of Gary
16

Thirty Years of Treason, 152.
"Awards for Gary Cooper," Internet Movie Database,
<http://imdb.com/name/nm0 000011/awards> (24 February
2006).
18
"Here Come Those Flying Saucers Again," New York Times,
30 May 1953, 7 ProQuest Historical Newspapers.
17
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Cooper or High Noon. The idea of a technologically
advanced alien power with a vastly different culture
taking over the United States was an often-used
analogy to a Communist takeover. By deliberately
replacing Communism, Russia, HUAC, and other
current issues with alien colonizers, outer space, and
flying saucers, the films focus on the emotional aspects of Anti-Communist hysteria. 19 Invaders was set
in the perfect American town, one with white picket
fences and smiling neighbors living happily in a
suburb that could have been shot on the set of Leave
it to Beaver. 20 The young hero, David, lives in an ideal
nuclear family: smiling mother, proud and involved
father, and the curious and smart boy who is always
accompanied by his trusty dog.
Several of the key elements of the Anti-Communist
movement are clearly demonstrated within the film.
The most important was the way in which the aliens
invaded. Unlike an "honorable" takeover, the aliens
take over the minds of good Americans through
implants that control the victim's brain, so that the
other townsfolk have no way to determine who has
been enslaved and who is still free. The film's characters lose their freedom and their individuality when
their minds are taken over and they become a part of
the collective aliens -- an idea very similar to perceptions of Communist recruitment in the United States.
Family ties dissolve. Previously a loving father, Mr.
MacLean attempts to rule the household through fear
instead of love and even hits David repeatedly. The

19

Anti Communism and Popular Culture, 53.
°William C. Menzies, dir., Invaders from Mars, (Hollywood:
20th Century Fox, 1953).
2
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film follows the principle that American Communists
were misguided individuals who had been overtaken
by party dogma. A man who joined the Communists
lost his individuality and was, as Nixon believed in
1952, "willing to do anything, engage in espionage, run
the risk of disgrace for himself and his family, in order
to impose the Communist Tyranny upon us and all the
free people of the world." 21 In both the case of alien
enslavement and American Communists, there is a
possibility of salvation. The United States military
rescues the enslaved townsfolk and the little boy, but
only because of the boy's willingness to inform on the
enslavement (communist involvement) of his parents.
This same theme that patriotism should trump even
family ties is also evident in My Son John.
The inability to tell who has been overtaken by the
aliens is a key factor in Anti-Communist films. How
does one identify a Communist spy? HUAC used a
number of different methods to answer this crucial
question. One of the most popular, and infamous,
methods of discovering Communists in the United
States was forcing known or suspected Communists to
name in public testimony others they knew or believed
to be involved in Communist-related activities. Known
as the process of "naming names," such hearings were
highly controversial. As well as ineffectual, as no one
was convicted as Communism as a result of the HUAC
hearings. However, Larry Parks -- a well-known actor
-- stated during a Committee hearing in 1952, that
being publicly called before HUAC, "has a certain
inference, a certain innuendo that you are not loyal to
21

Richard M. Nixon, "Plea for and Anti Communist Faith," in
Thirty Years of Treason, 570.
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this country." For figures in Hollywood dependent
upon the favorable view of the American public, being
"named," the result of the process encouraged by films
like My Son John and Invaders, destroyed careers.22
By 1953 the nation was well into the Cold War.
Atomic bomb shelters were built, service announcements described what to do in case of nuclear attack,
and children carried out atomic bomb drills in school.
Hiroshima and Nagasaki had already demonstrated
the immediate affects and the horrifying lingering
aftereffects of the nuclear bomb, and there was a
constant fear that Soviet technology would surpass
that of the United States. This fear is reflected in the
ineffectuality of the response to alien infiltration in
Invaders from Mars; people are rapidly enslaved and
undermine the efforts of the military to save the town.
The crime genre was not immune to Anti-Communist sentiment, as can be seen in A Bullet for Joey
(1955) .23 A fairly simple movie, the plot follows detective Raoul Leduc's battle against a Communist crime
organization which has kidnapped a top nuclear
scientist. Leduc's· investigation reveals how Joey
Victor, a gangster, was recruited to help the communists. Although he is American, Victor is so involved
with monetary concerns that he does not appreciate
the harm he is doing to his country. In the end, Leduc
manages to convince Victor to help against the Communists, asking, "Why don't you do something decent
22

Bentley, Thirty Years of Treason, 319.

23

Lewis Allen, dir., A BulletforJoey (Hollywood: Paramount
Pictures, 1952) .
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for a change?"24 Heroically, Victor changes heart,
shoots the Communist leader, and frees the nuclear
scientist. Unfortunately, Victor gets shot by the
Communists and dies . However, all of his sins from
his life of organized crime are wiped away with this act
of martyrdom.
In the same way that many Hollywood criminals
became Middle-Eastern after the attacks of 11 September 2001, the producers of A Bullet for Joey made a
conscious decision to give the crime organization
communist leanings to play on stereotypes. According
to John Cogley after his investigation into Communist
and Anti-Communist themes in Hollywood films, "spy
thrillers ... added nothing to public understanding of
communism, but instead merely utilized the Communist threat as a convenient and timely element in the
usual spy-formula movie ."25 Such crime films with
many Anti-Communist themes, were harmful to the
more logical (as opposed to hysteria-driven) AntiCommunist movement. Instead of presenting a logical
reason for the fear, they perpetuated a paranoiac fear
of a stereotypical Communist image and simply
exploited and perpetuated the already present fear .26
The action movie Jet Pilot (1957) also holds a very
_s trong Anti-Communist sentiment. 27 The protagonist,
Jim Shannon (played by John Wayne) discovers Anna
(played by Janet Leigh), a woman apparently deserting
24

Bosley Crowther, "Screen: But at the End ... " New York
Times, 16 Apr. 1955, 12, ProQuest Historical Newspapers.
25
John Cogley, Report on Blacklisting: Mouies, (New York:
Fund for the Republic, 1956) 215.
26
Anti Communism and Popular Culture, 26.
27

Joseph von Sternberg, dir., Jet Pilot (Hollywood: R.K.O.
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the Soviet Air Force. As in all good action movies, this
film revolved around the chase/fight scenes and the
romancing by the male lead. The United States
military instructs Shannon to watch Anna.
He
watches very well, eventually marrying her. After they
are married, the pair returns to Russia where Shannon
tries to convince Anna of the advantages of capitalism
and the United States. In the end, Anna is persuaded
and helps work against the Soviet Union.
The aerial fight between USSR and the United
States allowed RKO Studios to demonstrate the then
state-of-the-art aerial special effects, rather than
specifically to promote Anti-Communism. However,
the personnel involved in the movie were active in the
Anti-Communist movement.
John Wayne corresponded directly with J. Edgar Hoover and assisted
HUAC with its investigations into Hollywood. In 1950,
Wayne wrote to the Chairman of the Crusade for
Freedom (a strongly Anti-Communist organization),
"The Motion Picture Alliance for nearly seven years has
recognized this danger (Communism in Hollywood]
and has tried to wake our fellow workers to awareness
of the threat." 28 People, he urged, must fight the "tight
group of Communist conspirators in our midst,
treasonably obeying the dictates of a foreign tyranny. "29 Jet Pilot introduces the idea of "converting"
Communists to Capitalism. Anna's rejection of Communism in favor of Capitalism and the United States
reinforces the message that a Communist lifestyle is
28
John Wayne and Walter Wanger, "Closing Ranks,"
Hollywood Reporter, 9 September 1950, in Thirty Years of
Treason, 292 .
29
Ibid.
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no competition for a Capitalist one. The underlying
message is that it is the duty of the United States to
free those who are under Communist rule.
Jet Pilot cautions against the seductive qualities of
Communism. The hero Jim Shannon is initially fooled
by Anna. Before her conversion, she worked as a
double agent, feeding information to the United States
under orders from the Soviets. She is beautiful and
seductive, and uses these qualities to gain Shannon's
Communist women were
trust and confidence.
thought to be sexually liberal and to use seduction to
lure men to Communism, a theme commonly used in
action movies. 30 So while Communists can be saved,
the film cautions Loyal Americans to be ever watchful.
This was reflected in Wayne's personal views, for while
he equated Communism with treason, he also held
that people could change their views: "We want patriotism and justice. We hate no one. We hope those who
have changed their view will cooperate [with HUAC
investigations]... so that they can come back to the
fellowship of loyal Americans."31 He was dedicated to
making films that showed the American public the
dangers of Communism. 3 2
Jet Pilot was not created to be a controversial film.
The movie producers played on the fears of the Ameri30

Anti Communism and Popular Culture, 16.
"Loyal Actors Call for Film Industry Purge of All
Subversives," Los Angeles Evening Herald & Express, 23 Mar.
1951, in Thirty Years of Treason, 299.
32
Report on Blacklisting, 230. Wayne went on to star in The
Green Beret, a film favorably depicting US involvement in
Vietnam as an important battle in the war against Communism.
It was the only feature film about the conflict to be made while
the war was being waged.
31
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can public, fears of the Cold War and Communism, to
draw interest to their film. It followed a predictable
formula: the hero wins the girl and saves the country
while preserving the pride and values of the United
States. Far from being critically acclaimed, one
representative review called it, "the film that Howard
Hughes produced with the idea of making another
'Hell's Angels.' It is a dud." 33 Its very existence,
however, reveals an important point. As late as 1957,
Hollywood was still exploiting Anti-Communist
themes, even though McCarthy had been publicly
discredited on 2 December 1954 after his censure by
the United States Senate. Senator William Benton
declared the censure, "a good progress towards cleansing the air of the blighting effects of McCarthyism," but
it was an act which obviously did not kill all AntiCommunism sentiments. 34
Hollywood can craft films that are rational,
thoughtful pieces, that offer a balanced perspective,
but it can also birth one-sided films that spread the
flames of hysteria by playing on widespread, unthinking fears and suspicions. In the 1950s, Hollywood
produced films that spread powerful Anti-Communist
sentiments, fueling fears rather than seizing the
opportunity to calm and educate. History can repeat
itself, but it does not have to. In the aftermath of the
9 / 11/01 attacks, paranoiac fears of terrorists and
terrorism threaten to replace reasonable fears and
concerns. This paranoia is reflected in Hollywood films
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33
"Screen: 'Jet Pilot' Lands," New York Times, 5 Oct. 1957,
8, ProQuest Historical Newspapers.
34
"Excerpts from Transcripts of Eleventh and Final Day of
Senate's Debate on McCarthy," New York Times, 3 Dec. 1954, 12

ProQuest Historical Newspapers.
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as movies are released depicting a disproportionate
number of villains (not only terrorists) as middleeastern, thus causing middle-eastern characters to
become practically a shorthand for "bad guy''. Present
day audiences need to be aware of the power of propagandistic films of all kinds in this new era of fears and
evaluate the merits and message of each film with a
critical eye.
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Who Are We Now? Mississippi After the
Murder of Medgar Evers
Christina Lynch
On June 11, 1963, President John F. Kennedy went
on national radio and television and spoke to the
nation about the importance of American unity.
America was one nation that prided itself on freedom
and yet all people within its borders were not free.
Kennedy spoke of the urgency with which the changes
that the civil rights movement sought should be
brought about, because race should not delineate what
rights one was given as an American. A nation should
be one, yet even in this speech centered on unity,
President Kennedy could not avoid using divisive
language, "[w]e cannot say to 10 percent of the
population ... that your children cannot have the
chance to develop whatever talents they have" Kennedy
said, "I think we owe them and we owe ourselves a
better country than that." 1 Kennedy sought to unite
the two sides, the "we" and the "they," the white and
the black, in hopes of forming the all inclusive "us,"
but less than twenty four hours later, a murder would
take in Mississippi that would divide the nation even
further, whites from blacks, Mississippians from
Americans, that murder was the murder of Medgar
Evers.
By June of 1963, Medgar Evers was the field
secretary for and highest-ranking member of the
1

John F. Kennedy. Radio and Television Report to the
American People on Civil Rights, 11 June 1963, The White
House, http:/ /www.jfklibrary.org/j06l l63.htm.
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NAACP in the state of Mississippi, making him a target
for conservative, racist groups like the White Citizens
Council. 2 Shortly after midnight on June 12, 1963 a
proud member of the White Citizens Council, Byron De
La Beckwith, shot and killed Evers in front of his home
and then quickly fled the scene. De La Beckwith was
put on trial in 1964 and again in 1965, but both trials
resulted in a hung jury, and De La Beckwith was not
convicted for Evers' murder until 1994. 3 The heinous
manner of the murder, and the delayed justice that
followed caused Americans of every skin color to turn
their attention towards Mississippi and the injustices
that were taking place within its borders. 4
A question that has continuously surfaced among
historians of the Evers case is how, between the years
1963 and 1965 following Evers' murder, the white
population of Mississippi defended itself against the
criticisms that the rest of the nation voiced with
regards to their state? The trend among historians is
to point to three critical defense strategies: an insistence that the Evers case symbolized a positive change
in Mississippi, public defense of their actions, and
denial of responsibility. The first strategy, as historian
Flip Schulke points out, was backed by the idea that
in Mississippi, any trial of a white man for a black
man's · murder was a good trial. In Mississippian
mentality, even though the first two trials ultimately
2

Sara Bullard, ed., Free at Last A History of the Civil Rights
Movement and Those Who Died in the Struggle(Montgomery:
Southern Poverty Law Center, 1989), 56.
3
Claudia Dreifus. "The Widow Gets Her Verdict," New York
Times, 27 November 1994, 69.
4
New York Times. "Balance Sheet on Civil Rights," August
11, 1963, pg. 133.
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resulted in hung juries, the fact that there was even a
debate on the issue, and not an immediate "not guilty"
verdict symbolized a positive change in their state. 5
The second defense strategy, that of public verbal
defense, is one which historian Willie Morris expresses. Following the civil rights movement, the
people of Mississippi began to take on a new culture
based on the defense of their actions became of increasing paranoia concerning what those on the
outside thought of those within. What was once a deep
sense of southern pride, Morris says was transformed
into a deep sense of shame because of the nation's
clear disapproval. The shame that Mississippians felt
would drive them to defend their ways and actions in
every manner possible so as not to be the outcast of
the nation any longer. 6
Denial of responsibility, historian Hedrick Smith
points out, is the final defense mechanism that Mississippi adopted in the wake of Evers' murder. White
Mississippi began to point a blaming finger at other
states and the federal government; just about anyone
whom it was even remotely possible to blame, was
blamed. A media outlet that took to twisting the truth
gave the every day citizens' justification for this denial.
When De La Beckwith was arrested in Jackson, the
headline in the Clarion Ledger, the local paper, read
"Californian Is Charged with Evers' Murder," because
De La Beckwith had been born in California, the fact

I

5

Flip Schulke, ed., Martin Luther King: A
Documentary ... Montgomery to Memphis (New York: W.W. Norton
& Company, 1976), 86.
6
Willie Morris, The Ghosts of Medgar Evers: A Tale of Race,
Murder, Mississippi and Hollywood (New York: Random House,
1998), 21.
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that he had been raised in Mississippi and had spent
the entirety of his adult life there was not made clear.
The convenient fact that De La Beckwith had been
born in another state made it much easier to for white
Mississippi to say that they had not killed Evers;
clearly someone else from some other place was to
blame. 7
The institution of these defense mechanisms
creates a new question, that being what do the defense
mechanisms tell us about Mississippi's ability to come
to grips with the new reality that the civil rights
movement would bring about? One can arrive at the
answer to this question by building upon the consideration that other historians have given related questions. After Evers' murder in 1963, white Mississippi's
adoption of these defense strategies in the years
immediately following demonstrates their belief that
they had come to accept the new reality that would
take hold post civil rights movement, but that it was a
reality that they intended to define for themselves in
which changes would come slowly and the extent of
the changes would not be as drastic as America had
envisioned.
Mississippi's insistence that the Evers' case symbolized positive change, like every defense mechanism
employed, can be directly linked as a response to the
actions and beliefs of the rest of the country. The
murder of Medgar Evers revealed flaws within Mississippi's infrastructure to the rest of the nation, and the
revelation of what is wrong with a system is the first
7

John R. Tisdale, "Medgar Evers (1925- 1963) and the
Mississippi Press" (PhD diss., University of North Texas, 1996),
131 - 132.
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step in breaking that system down and rebuilding. 8
Now that the flaws were exposed, America got a good
glimpse of what Mississippi was really like in 1963,
and didn't like what it saw. Mississippi became
branded as a state incapable of righteousness and
drastic intervention on the federal level was seen as
not only justified but necessary. American popular
culture began to critique Mississippi, with contemporary singers Bob Dylan and Phil Ochs writing songs
about Evers' murder. Dylan, a hugely popular artist
and influential figure for youth of the time, spoke of
racism as the mentality of the state of Mississippi in
his song "Only a Pawn in Their Game (The Ballad of
Medgar Evers)." Though it was De La Beckwith's
"finger [that] fired the trigger to his name," Dylan said
"he can't be blamed he's only a pawn in their game." 9
Dylan's public disapproval of the murder made such
an impact on his audience that he soon became the
voice for all of those who did not have such a public
platform. 10 Singer Phil Ochs song "Too Many Martyr's
(The Ballad of Medgar Evers)" discussed the impact
that Evers' murder had on every heart in America;
clearly America did not approve of this murder. 11 As
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8

Adam Nossiter, Of Long Memory: Mississippi and the
Murder of Medgar Evers (New York: Addison-Wesley Publishing
Company, 1994), 23.
9
Bob Dylan, "Only a Pawn in their Game (The Ballad of
Medgar Evers)," The Times They Are A-Changin'. (New York:
Warner Brothers Inc., copyright August 7, 1963) .
10
.
Robert Shelton. "Folk Songs Draw Carnegie Cheers Bob
Dylan Appears as an 'Angry Recitalist,'" New York Times, 28
October 1963, pg. 22.
11
Phil Ochs, "Too Many Martyr's (The Ballad of Medgar
Evers)," (New York: All the News That's Fit to Sing, copyright
1964)
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shock and disgust began to settle over the nation, the
mood of blacks outside of Mississippi began to suffer. 12
Those who had not been paying attention before were
now concerned about the extent to which racial
violence was being tolerated if not advocated in the
state of Mississippi. As the Tuskegee Institute's 1963
report on "Race Relations in the South" demonstrated,
America considered 1963 to be the year in which the
country took a stand on civil rights; the murder of
Evers, to the eyes of the nation symbolized the hatred
and resistance within Mississippi to racial equality. 13
After a race murder and two acquittals of the only
suspect, white Mississippi, in an effort to fend off this
new image of being a state incapable of righteousness
began to insist that the Evers case represented positive
change. Their success at convincing America of this
issue was critical; as Myrlie Evers, the widow of the
slain man commented, with the two acquittals of De La
Beckwith, "Mississippi had sent a message to the rest
of the world that it was all right to kill a Black man"
and that message would n·o t be accepted by those on
those outside. "De La Beckwith wasn't the only one on
trial. So was Mississippi." 14 White Mississippi based its
claim on the fact that the authorities had taken
12
Gertrude Samuels. "Even More Crucial Than in the
South," New York Times, 30 June 1963, pg. 143; Natalie Zacek.
"Evers, Medgar," in American National Biography Online,
Amencan Council of Learned Societies, http:/ /Owww.anb.org.sculib.edu:80 / articles/ 15/ 15-00212.html
(accessed October 4, 2005).
13
New York Times. "'63 Called Year U.S. Took Rights Stand,"
March 11, 1964, pg. 36.
14
Myrlie Evers-Williams and William Peters, Watch Me Fly:

What I Learned On The Way To Becoming the Woman I was
Meant to Be (Garden City: Little Brown and Company, 1999), 6.
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immediate action following the murder unlike past
cases, when no one expected anything to be done
about it, Mississippi had taken action in pursuit of a
suspect. 15 White Mississippi felt that the nation really
didn't need to make a big deal out of this murder
because they recognized that it was a bad thing, and
wer e doing something about it. White Mississippians
had defined their own sense of the new reality that the
civil rights movement would bring about in which
change was going to come in time and this step
seemed good enough for the moment. Every step
towards justice was a step in the right direction, and
as Flip Schulke pointed out, the fact that juries were
debating the issue at all symbolized that change was
already in progress in Mississippi. 16 What white
Mississippi wanted desperately for America to realize
was that they had to work with the people they had in
their state, poor, white, traditional, racist people, and
even this small step was in and of itself, a huge change
for that kind of person. White Mississippi understood
its own culture well enough to know that no big
change was ever going to happen overnight in that
kind of environment; minute steps towards change
would, they hoped, keep the rest of the nation satisfied
while still keeping white Mississippi comfortable.
The federal government was not satisfied with white
Mississippi's version of reality where tiny steps towards democracy were sufficient, and the nation began
to feel that it had a duty to react to Evers' murder by
bringing about changes in Mississippi. As Bob Moses
said before a House Committee, there was a great fear
15
16

Schulke, Martin Luther King. 86 .
Schulke, Martin Luther King. 86.
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that if nothing was done to bring change about, as
ugly as things already were, it would only get worse,
and no one wanted to see that situation manifest itself.
17
Congress considered the murder of Evers to be one
of "blind hate and insane lawlessness," and the fact
that it took place only hours after President Kennedy's
speech about unity and equality for all Americans,
reinforced the nation's desire to step in. 18 Congressman Ogden Reid from the state of New York stated to
the House of Representatives on June 13, 1963, the
day after Evers' murder, that it was the nation's
"obligation to insure that Mr. Evers did not die in vain;
to insure that we will have equality of opportunity for
all Americans now." 19 The time for action was the
present!
As the nation became more involved in Mississippi,
the white citizens of Mississippi became increasingly
defensive of their actions and paranoid as to what the
rest of the nation thought of them. 20 This murder
clearly wasn't going just to go away, as Bobby
DeLaughter, prosecutor in the 1994 trial of De La
Beckwith once said, "An uncleansed wound never
heals. It just keeps festering ... this case [is] an uncleansed wound in society." 21 If the Evers murder was
17

John Lewis and Michael D'Orso. Walking With The Wind: A
Memoir of the Movement (San Diego: Harcourt Brace & Company,
1998) , 203-204.
18
Rep. Ryan (N.Y.). "Civil Rights Legislation." Congressional Record
88, pt. 8 (12Jun.1963) pp. 10726-10727
19
Rep. Reid (N.Y.) . "The Late Medgar W. Evers."
Congressional Record 88, pt. 8 (13 Jun.1963) pp. 10865.
20
Morris, The Ghosts of Medgar Evers. 21 .
21
Bobby DeLaughter, quoted in Adam Nossiter, Of Long
Memory. 13.
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an uncleansed wound, white Mississippi's incessant
defense of itself was their effort at putting the necessary band-aid over the wound. When the matter was
brought before the House of Representatives, prior to
anyone commenting in any fashion about Mississippians, Congressman William Colmer from the state of
Mississippi felt the need to make sure it was understood that his people were good people; "knowing my
people as I do, I can in all sincerity say to you that this
thing is not condoned by Mississippians and sou theme rs generally." 22 Colmer voiced white Mississippi's view
of reality quite effectively; they understood that change
was breaking through and were eager to express
disapproval of the murder so that the nation would
slow its abrupt call for reform.
Mississippians were already aware of how the
nation planned to reconstruct their state, but the
nation's course of action would be drastic and they
preferred slow change on their own terms. To ensure
change would take place on their own terms, white
Mississippians began a campaign to show the nation
that they were good people who could handle this
matter on their own. If official white Mississippi could
prove this to the nation, perhaps the nation would be
more accepting of their slower incorporation of social
change. In an effort to prevent this unresolved race
murder from defining their state and ushering abrupt
changes in every area, Mississippians began defend
themselves and try to repair their state's tarnished
image. State Treasurer William F. Winter once said
22
Rep. Colmer (Miss.). "Area Redevelopment Act
Amendments of 1963." Congressional Record 88, pt.8 (12 Jun.
1963) pp.10683
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that if Mississippi was to "have [its] proper share of the.
great adventures and opportunities of today's world,
we are going to have to junk some of the old slogans
and shibboleths."23
What Mississippi really didn't want was to stand
out; Mississippians wanted their state to change with
time and being different would only bring more criticism and act as further justification of the necessity of
drastic change. 24 White Mississippians saw themselves
not as a group entirely opposed to change, for they
truly saw themselves in the midst of change, but
rather as a group that saw the scope and time frame of
their change differently from the rest of the nation.
White Mississippi felt that it had already come to grips
with the new version of their state that would emerge
from the civil rights movement, but that it was simply
a different Mississippi than what others had envisioned. Slow changes seemed adequate for Mississippians because the racism that had engulfed them for so
long prevented them from seeing the need for a complete redesign of society. The goal was only to change
just enough to stop the finger pointing and calm the
chaos that surrounded them so that they would
continue to reap the rewards of being an American
state, but no further. Mississippi was not fond of force
and did not want to be forced by outsiders to change;
Mississippi was determined to change in its own time
and on its own terms .
23

John Herbers, "Mississippi Busy Improving Image," New
York Times , March 7, 1965, pg. 79.
24
Hedding Carter, "Mississippi Now: Hate and Fear" New
York Times, June 2 3, 1963, pg 182.
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Americans soon began to realize that the values of
the nation were in conflict with the values of Mississippi; as a result, Mississippi became a unique region
considered separate from the rest of the nation, an
isolated group that went against the norm. The isolation of Mississippi went to such an extent that New
York Times writer James Reston compared Mississippi
to a third world country because of it's lack of industry, skill, leadership and education. 25 Being from the
state of Mississippi became a stigma, and businesses
began to relocate, the tourism industry fell and a
migration from Mississippi began; a lot of people did
not want or could not afford to be associated with such
a seemingly backwards place any longer. 26 A distinction was being made in the minds of many: Americans
were good, but Mississippians were bad. This distinction led so successfully to the view that Mississippi's
history was and is separate from America's history,
that even well respected historian Maryanne Vollers
ends her book on the Evers matter not by saying that
the nation is still troubled by its past but that Mississippi was "a place at war with its own history and
destined to repeat its past, like a soul being born again
and again until it gets it right." 27 It should be noted
that if the nation is still uncomfortable calling Mississippian history American history, perhaps Mississippi25

James Reston, "The Conflict of Memory and Ambition,"
New York Times, March 5, 1965
26
New York Times, "Mississippi Hurt By Racial Strife,"
December 20, 1964, pg.I.
27
Maryanne Vallers, Ghosts of Mississippi: The Murder of
Medgar Evers, the Trials of Byron De La Beckwith and the
Haunting of the New South (Boston: Little Brown and Company,
1995), 386.
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ans are not the only ones who are still uncomfortable
with their past, so are Americans as a whole.
Mississippi responded to being isolated and disapproved of by the rest of the nation the same way that
many individuals respond when being attacked for
their actions: denial ofresponsibility. The conservative
citizens within Mississippi began placing blame for
Evers's murder on every outside group or person that
they could reasonably attach blame to . The headline
that took front page in Jackson's Clarion Ledger,
"Californian is Charged with Murder of Evers," gave
voice to the denial that white Mississippi was going
through; clearly it couldn't be Mississippi's fault that
Evers was killed if De La Beckwith was born in California; a Californian was to blame.28 White Mississippi did
not want rapid change; if it could be made clear that
De La Beckwith did not represent their culture, perhaps they would not be prosecuted for his actions.
Representative Colmer voiced another form of his
states denial to Congress, stating that the murder was
"the inevitable result of the agitation by the politicians,
a biased press, and the do-gooders of this country
under the false guide of liberalism."29 His word choice
was interesting, the murder was "inevitable" because
of the agitation caused by outsiders; if outsiders were
going to argue that De La Beckwith did not kill Evers
alone, that the state of Mississippi had killed him, then
Mississippi was going to argue that their state alone
had not killed Evers , the nation had. Was Evers'
28

Hedrick Smith, "Mississippi to Seek Death for Beckwith In
Slaying of Evers," New York Times, June 25, 1963, pg. 1.
29
Rep. Colmer (Miss.). "Area Redevelopment Act
Amendments of 1963." Congressional Record 88, pt.8 (12 Jun.
1963) pp.10683
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murder really inevitable? Both sides wanted to believe
that the murder wouldn't have happened if the people
on the other side had been different; no one wanted to
accept the responsibility of this murder as their own.
For those within Mississippi, America was just as
much to blame as they were, if not more so. When New
York Times writer James Reston put out his article
comparing the state of Mississippi to a third world
country, he promptly received a letter in response from
W.J. Simmons, a citizen of Mississippi. Simmons
defended his state and scolded the nation and writers
like Reston for perpetuating this false image of his
state saying that Mississippians "have grown accustomed to distortions and misrepresentations in the
liberal press campaign against our state," but,
Simmons was quick to point out "Mississippi has the
lowest crime rate in the nation" and "leads the nation
in average educational level." 30 Simmons couldn't see
why everyone felt it was so urgent for Mississippi to
change so drastically, in his mind they were a great
group of people. Mississippi was changing the way that
it wanted to change, slowly and comfortably and for
people like Simmons, denial served to reinforce the
legitimacy of that manner of change.
Stephanie Rolph quotes Evers' brother Charles who
to a certain extent defended white citizens of Mississippi when he said "[t]he better white people were not
behind it. It was some crank or idiot who thought he'd
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W.J. Simmons, "Letters to the Editor of the Times:
Mississippi's Social and Economic Status," New York Times, 20
March 1965, pg.26.
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do something big." 31 White Mississippi could not have
agreed more, Mississippians felt they were good people
who were being forced into rapid change because the
nation had falsely labeled them based on one individual. Simmons response was almost a plea from the
whites of Mississippi to the rest of the nation to stop
labeling them because they were determined to change
at their own pace and they wanted to be the ones to
define how far that change would go. White Mississippi
thoroughly believed that the civil rights legislation that
was being processed and the changes that would be
entailed with this legislation were changes that they
would accept on their own terms because white
Mississippi was still in control of the situation, not the
nation.
Some would argue that America's public outrage
over the assassination of Evers was driven by guilt
over the fact that Evers was a black man killed in a
southern state by a white man. Some members of
Congress argued that the nation was being hypocritical and using Evers' death as a political weapon;
people of all colors were dying for democracy yet Evers'
case, because he was an African American murdered
in Mississippi, received far more attention. Why was a
black man's death "a blot on the conscience of the
nation" while a white man's death for the same cause
was deemed merely a "statistic?" Evers died trying to
obtain justice for all people, so it was important to do
31

Stephanie Renee Rolph, "In Unity There is Strength': The
Clarion Ledger's Coverage of the Medgar Evers Murder" (M.A.,
thes. Mississippi State University, 2004), 54.
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justice by all those killed for that cause. 32 White
Mississippi would have agreed with this analysis,
be cause in the same way that they did not want their
state villanized they also did not want their skin color
villanized. For Mississippi, changing would be hard
enough, but no one really wanted to feel guilty after
the change was complete.
Today, it seems as though neither the country nor
Mississippi itself really wants to claim the history of
Mississippi as its own. The fact that it took thirty years
and three trials for Byron De La Beckwith to be convicted of first-degree murder in the state of Mississippi
is evidence of the fact that the post civil rights Mississippi that white Mississippians had envisioned was in
many ways the reality that took hold of their state. A
lot more violence would occur in Mississippi before
change would really take hold, and the changes that
did occur happened slowly and continue to this day.
On the other hand, the nation's justification for federal
intervention was critical in starting the change process; De La Beckwith may not have been convicted if
the outside had not stepped in. It took Mississippi
thirty years to have changed enough to send a guilty
white man to prison for the murder of a black man,
and that was with outside intervention. If the outside
had not stepped in, De La Beckwith may well have still
been a free man when he died seven years later in
2001 .3 3 Historian Willie Morris began his evaluation of
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contemporary Mississippi by saying that Mississippians feel as though the changes that they make will
never be fully recognized by the nation because of a
past that cannot be changed and would not be forgotten, yet in a way both groups are so proud of those
changes that both sides would like nothing more than
to take credit for them. 34 The trial and conviction of De
La Beckwith that took place in 1994 was the first step
in a long healing process not only for Evers' family but
for the state of Mississippi and our nation, no one
could afford to ignore the past any longer. 35 Justice
delayed did not result in justice denied for Evers; after
thirty years and three trials Mississippi did attempt to
make right what had been done wrong.
65984.shtml (accessed October 30 2005) .
34
Morris, The Ghosts of Medgar Evers: A Tale of Race. pg.
21.
35

Vern E. Smith, "The Ghosts of Mississippi," Newsweek,
June 2000, no. 24, p. 39.
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The Denial of Difference: Assimilation
Not Diversity · in French Public Discourse
Emory Lynch
In 1989 in France, the historic unfolding of events
now known as the affaires de foulard began, setting off
an explosion that had been mounting since the Revolution. 1 The affaires pertain to the banning of Muslim
headscarves and other ostentatious symbols of religious faith in public schools, but are representative of
a much larger tension within French society. In
attempts to unite the French under one national
identity, the French government has systematically
neglected to recognize differences in citizens based on
religious affiliation, race, or sex. These attempts have
ironically created much division within French society,
as in the example of the affaires de foulard. As Joan
Scott notes in her article Symptomatic Politics, the
"controversy over the wearing of head scarves is
symptomatic of a much larger problem ... that is the
problem ofreconciling the fact of the growing diversity
of the French population with a theory of citizenship
and representation that defines the recognition of
difference as antithetical to the unity of the nation ."2
Because the French idea of republicanism denies any
difference between individuals based on the color of
their skin, place of origin, sex, or religion, minorities
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1

Joan W. Scott, "Symptomatic Politics: The Banning of Head
Scarves in French Public Schools," Institute For Advanced Study,
French Politics, Culture & Society, Vol. 23, No.3 (2005):106.
2
Ibid., 109.
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are more systematically oppressed because the challenges they face are not acknowledged by the state. In
order to appreciate the difficulty of the contemporary
situation of the head scarves, it is necessary to understand the historical perspective of not only the law
banning this symbol of religious identity, but also the
overall denial of difference in France. Multiculturalism, religious pluralism and feminism will be evaluated in this exploration to create a framework with
which to make sense of France's modern environment
of assimilationism.
Everything within contemporary French society
must be understood in relation to the Revolution of the
1790s. This period was extremely pivotal not only for
France, but also for the entire Western world, because
the French Revolution replaced monarchy with a
republic; Central to the ideals of the Republic were
liberty, fraternity, and an equality that recognized the
inherent rights of the individual. With this new
government came a massive shift in power from the
Roman Catholic Church to the secular state, which
confiscated church property and abolished papal
authority over the new state church. Religious freedom was granted to all citizens except Catholics who
remained loyal to the pope, as the Catholic Church
opposed the revolution and the republic.
Tensions arose over religious pluralism as early as
1790 when at the National Assembly, the Jews of Paris
made their case for citizenship, insisting that "the
Jews should be treated no differently from anyone
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else." 3 The Jews asked that "all degrading distinctions" that they had suffered be abolished, and that
they be declared citizens, not as a favor, but as an act
ofjustice. 4 They appealed to the ideals of the Revolution, arguing that France would benefit from their
status as citizens, because rights would be extended to
all without restriction, increasing the general religious
and cultural tolerance in France. Jews, they argued,
were not only worthy and competent, but had much to
offer French society. Both legal barriers and popular
prejudice caused the Jews to suffer from extreme
marginalization. They could not join professions, were
ineligible for all official positions, and had no legal
right to acquire landed property. Consequently many
were deprived of the means to live comfortably in
society. Despite these powerful arguments placed
before the National Assembly, full citizenship was not
granted to Jews in France until September of 1791,
fully two years after the National Assembly passed the
Decleration of the Rights of Man and Citizen. When
Jews were finally made citizens in 17 91 they had to
agree to abide by all the laws of France. It was guaranteed that anyone who would swear the civic oath
and fulfill the duties that the Constitution imposed
would have the rights that the Constitution a ssured,
including freedom of religious worship, but not freedom to observe religious laws that differed from French
laws. Despite these guarantees, questions over religious inclusion, especially in regards to Jews, would
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3

"Petition of the Jews of Paris, Alsace, and Lorraine to the
National Assembly," January 28, 1790 in The French Revolution
and Human Rights: A Brief Documentary History, ed. Lynn Hunt
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1996) 93.
4
Ibid., 94 .
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arise quite frequently over the course of France's
history.
Women were especially affected by the secularization of the state in the late eighteenth century. Because the Church was so central to the lives of women,
it was the place where they found their community
base. As in the circumstances surrounding the
scandal of the head scarves, women have often been
most subject to oppression of all kinds, but especially
religious oppression, because they have historically
been the ones responsible for the upbringing of pious,
moral citizens. This "republican motherhood" forced
religious responsibility on women, leaving them the
most vulnerable when religious change occurs.
Furthermore, women "saw the opening created by the
convocation of the Estates General and hoped to make
their own claims for inclusion in the promised reforms" of the Republic. 5 Like the Jews, women recognized the inconsistencies in the ideals of the Revolution, wherein all people were allegedly given equal
rights, but women were still subjugated. Women were
only made passive citizens, which meant that they
could not vote, though they were considered important
members of the nation. These blaring inconsistencies
and the rise of feminism in France will be discussed
later as more contemporary feminist approaches are
critiqued.
In addition to a heightened awareness of discrimination based on religion and sex, racial categories and
5
"Petition of Women of the Third Estate to the King,"
January 1, 1789 in The French Revolution and Human Rights: A
Brief Documentary History, ed. Lynn Hunt (Philadelphia:
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1996) 60.
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the inconsistencies of slavery were recognized within
Republican ideals. Slavery had not been legally
allowed in the French metropole since the seventeenth
centry, but much French wealth depended on the slave
economy of French colonial holdings in the Caribbean.
Even before the Revolution, some liberal thinkers had
attacked the inhumanity of slavery. In 1788 French
reformers established the Society of the Friends of
Blacks to advocate for the abolition of slavery through
a gradual process of emancipation. 6 One pamphlet
issued by this campaign called slavery "an infallible
means of corrupting two men at the same time, the
Master and the Slave."7 Like the Jews who fought for
civilian status, this society implored that the government "remember the character of our Nation ... and the
wishes of the present Ministry for the eradication of
every kind of abuse and its readiness to receive ideas
for reform." 8 The Revolution did eventually put an end
to the practice of slavery, though in 1804 Napolean
reenstated it. It was not until 1848 under the new
Republic that slavery was abolished for good. Collectively, it was the arguments of the religious and racial
minorities that eventually convinced the government
of the need to maintain equality for all men, and to be
consistent with Republican norms.
One of the effects of the Revolution on French
identity was a heightened sense of national superiority
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"Discourse on the Necessity of Establishing in Paris a
Society for. .. the Abolition of the Slave Trade and of Negro
Slavery," 1788 in The French Revolution and Human Rights: A
Brief Documentary History, ed. Lynn Hunt, (Philadelphia:
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1996) 58.
7
Ibid., 59.
8
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that would eventually translate into justification for
imperial expansion. A lack of shared history consistently stimulated exhaustive efforts to form a homogeneous national identity, thus denying diversity where
it existed in France. It is often said that France
stumbled into empire, meaning that they did not
ambitiously seek a colonial empire, but instead developed one unintentionally because of their sense of
superiority. Their colonial expansion was not driven
by capitalism, but by nationalism. For example, the
conquest of Algeria after 1830, which was only complete by the 1850s, grew out of a sense of military
honor and a civilizing mission-that is, a mission to
make the rest of the world as sophisticated and
cultured as France. When the Republic finally triumphed in the 1880s, the idea of a secular state was
actualized and French nationalism intensified. France
quickly became the second largest colonial empire in
the world, and had to then discern a method for ruling
subjugated peoples and lands.
This problem was not entirely new however. The
challenge of ruling colonized peoples and lands first
surfaced in imperialized regions during the Revolution.
In one of these colonies, "the struggle over the meaning of 'nation' and citizenship that took place in the
Caribbean ... was a central part of the broad political
transformation of the era." 9 In the Caribbean, massive
slave revolts broke out in response to oppressive and
racist conditions, leading white plantation owners to
express anti-Republican rhetoric. In response, "racial
9

Laurent Dubois, "Republican Anti-Racism and Racism: A
Caribbean Genealogy" in Race in France, eds. Herrick Chapman
and Laura L. Frader (New York: Berghahn Books, 2004) 26.
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integration was presented as the foundation for the
preservation of colonies threatened by the royalist
insurrection of white planters," and slavery was
abolished "throughout the territory of the Republic; in
consequence all men, without distinction of color
[enjoyed) the rights of French citizens." 10 This radical
shift led to the erasure of any racial categorization, but
did not necessarily eradicate racial prejudice or
subjectification. However, the Republic did what it
· deemed necessary to combat racism and promote
equality, though as is obvious in the treatment of
Northern Africans in contemporary French society,
racism was surely not entirely eliminated.
After the Revolution and the acceptance of Jews as
citizens, the process of Jewish emancipation was
accelerated by Napoleon's conquering of Europe, as he ·
liberated Jews from their ghettos and established
relative equality for them in the lands he conquered.
Years later though, themes of Jewish nationality and
anti-Semitism, which were confronted in the 1790s,
recurred during the controversial period known as the
Dreyfus Affair. Though brief, this period in the history
of France continues to impact society as a whole, and
religious life specifically, as the place of Jews in
modern France is representative of the controversial
religious attitudes of French government and society,
and is thus a significant factor in understanding the
affaires de foulard. A document that was produced on
the eve of the Dreyfus scandal, "Jews in the Army,"
provides a telling insight into attitudes of most officers
within the army, and many French civilians, towards
Jews. In this document, the author makes the un10
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apologetic claim that "the semitic invasion is like the
breeding of microbes," which makes clear that Jews
were unwelcome members of the military, and of
society as a whole. 11 Legally, the government pledged
to accept and protect all citizens, regardless of race or
religion, but in practice, anti-Semitic sentiments were
undeniable. After a dozen years of praise as he moved
up the military ranks, Captain Dreyfus was accused of
high treason in 1894. Unable to convince the military
tribunale that judged him that he was innocent, he
stated, "my only crime is to have been born a Jew!" 12
Recognizable throughout his trial and conviction are
blatant prejudices against Dreyfus for his religious
affiliation. Anti-Jewish sentiments soared after his
conviction, even escalating to violence against Jews.
After Dreyfus was proved innocent and the affair was
resolved, the religious priviledges of all denominations
were quickly revoked, and religion was distinctly
separated from state in 1905. The Dreyfus affair had
shown to France the dangers of organized religions
and how they can meddle with state affairs. Consequently, France became extremely assimilationist,
demanding that its citizens choose nation over religion.
Just as assimilation began to be the supreme value
in French society, feminism emerged as a vehicle for
women's rights. The challenge facing feminism in
France, however, was in fact the very "equality" that
women struggled under. A semblance of equality
11

Michael Bums "Jews in the Army," La Libre Parole, May
23, 1892 in France and the Dreyfus Affair (Massachusetts:
Mount Holyoke College Press, 1999) 11.
12
Michael Bums, "Arrest and Interrogation," October 15,
1894 in France and the Dreyfus Affair (Massachusetts: Mount
Holyoke College Press, 1999) 28 .
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between the sexes existed, as both were considered
worthy of education, though each had their own
separate spheres of influence. Each had power, which
made them appear to be equals, as men were to
influence the public sector, while women maintained
control over civilizing in the private sector. Despite the
separate but equal spheres present in the third Republic and the lengthy ideals of the Revolution, "from the
liberation promised women a new servitude
emerged." 13 Women recognized inequality in their ·
treatment by society, but in speaking out against this
behavior of difference and advocating for their own
rights, seemed to themselves acknowledge that some
inherent difference between men and women existed.
Some feminists strove for equality within this framework of difference, while others refused to accept that
a distinction existed along gender lines. Feminists
such as Madeline Pelletier advocated for fairness
because of sameness, and urged women to reject
femininity, adapting masculine tendencies in order to
be considered equal. Feminine sexuality was considered a "demeaning mark of difference that was the
source of women's subordination," and thus Pelletier
was overjoyed when she could pass as a man in social
settings. 14 Her focus was on re-presenting women,
intentionally defying social expectations in order to
dissolve the category of women altogether, rather than
to enhance their social status. Pelletier, then, was not
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Mona Ozouf, "Women's Words: Essay on French
Singularity," Trans. Jane Marie Todd (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press) 244.
14
Joan W. Scott, Only Paradoxes to Offer: French Feminists
and the Rights of Man (Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
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only exemplary of the feminists who demanded equality under the law and in society because of the inherent sameness of all individuals, but also the
assimilationist values of French society, which undoubtedly influenced her perspective. Pelletier died in
1939, but would have been delighted when upon
receiving the right to vote in April of 1944, "all were
declared the same, and their sameness lay in their
membership to the nation." 15
By the onset of the Second World War, France had
colonies scattered throughout the Caribbean, Africa
and Asia, and was beginning to confront the questions
as to whether those colonial subjects had any claim to
the fatherland. Immigration became a concern during
this time, as many of these colonial subjects, especially North Africans, were simultaneously encouraged
to migrate for labor purposes, yet were ostracized by
the French public. According to an article by Clifford
Rosenberg, "the same pragmatic, political considerations that marginalized the extreme forms of racism
in France helped mold the largely ignored racial
thoughts of these government officials who actually set
immigration policy." 16 During the interwar period
France attracted more immigrants per capita than any
other country in the world, leading much of the
population to worry over this "invasion and the perils
of racial mixing." 17 From such a racially-charged
statement, it is obvious that racism existed in France,
whether the government recognized it in its policy or
15

Ibid., 163.
Clifford Rosenberg, "Albert Sarraut and Republican Racial
Thought," in Race in France, eds. Herrick Chapman and Laura
L. Frader (New York: Berghahn Books, 2004) 37 .
17
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16
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not. French society was one that saw French culture
as supreme, and felt threatened by outside forces
making any claim on the nation . Policymakers saw
the need for white supremacy to go unchallenged,
justifying it with the defense that "by taking care of
[immigrants], we are protecting ourselves and our
fellow citizens." 18 Despite attempts to assimilate
Algerians and other foreigners into French society, the
society as a whole was still overwhelmingly racist and
segregated. Racial tensions in the colonial city created
a distinct divide, even to the point of ghettoization.
Algerians, who were overwhelmingly Muslim, were
made subordinate and had no access to citizenship,
though they were integral to French life. Thus, the
contradictory nature of France's racial attitudes is
most evident in the fact that the nation implored
Africans to migrate, as they needed them for cheap
labor, but kept them clearly as subjects because of
racist sentiments.
Though the French Republic
claimed equality for all, their policies and attitudes
towards their colonized peoples and immigrants proved
otherwise, leaving those people alienated and with
conflicting identities.
During this same period of colonial expansion,
France surrendered to Nazi Germany at the beginning
of the Second World War, and the infamous Vichy
regime took power over the country. Under Vichy,
anti-Semitic practices again resurfaced in the regime
of the far Right. They replicated the views of the antirepublican, anti-Dreyfussards in their treatment of the
Jews. Similar to Nazi Germany, these practices
quickly escalated and contributed to the great Halo18

Ibid., 45.
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caust in Europe, with nearly a quarter of the French
Jewish population and thousands of immigrant Jews
perishing after being deported to death camps elsewhere in Europe . As depicted in The Sorrow and the
Pity, many French people accepted and even supported
the anti-Semitic measures under the German Occupation and the Vichy regime. Tyler Stovall asserts in
France Since the Second World War, "wartime antiSemitism was in fact deeply ingrained in the French
people." 19 Despite any gains in religious and racial
tolerance made in the wake of the Dreyfus Affair,
French society was still capable of slipping into racist
attitudes when the opportunity presented itself.
Consequently, many French Jews lacked any sense of
real religious identity, as they so often had to assimilate in order to survive.
Like in post-Revolution France, the years after the
Second World War saw complete social a transformation. Hopes for gender equality resurfaced as changes
in social and sexual norms became increasingly
accepted. As depicted in God Created Woman, sexuality created a paradox in postwar France, for on the one
hand, sexuality was beginning to play heavily into
middle class culture as young adults began to express
themselves as individuals, while on the other, sexual.ity was adamantly repressed by the older generations.
Amidst the ever-changing sexual attitudes in France,
as well as the influences of international pop culture,
women began to receive a voice in France. The rise of
militant feminism was a result not only of the liberalization of France, but also of the self-realization of
19

Tyler Stovall, France Since the Second World War (New
Jersey: Pearson Education, 2002) 90.
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women that they were still suffering many of the same
oppressive forces that they encountered at the time of
the Revolution. The 1970s would be a time of pivotal
change for women, with the legalization of abortion
rights and other new possibilities offered to French
women, though the struggle for gender equality was far
from over. 20 Women, immigrants, religious and racial
minorities would continue to be relegated to the
margins of French society, as they are still today,
which is obvious in the scandal of the ongoing affaires
de foulard.
Immigrant workers were moved to the public
housing projects during the 1960s, essentially
ghettoizing huge sections of the population which were
viewed with contempt. These housing projects quickly
deteriorated into slums, but have never been repaired
or remodeled in any manner that is noteworthy. Islam
was on the rise during this period, as an influx of
immigrants, mostly male, arrived from North Africa.
More than any other group, these Muslim North
Africans, especially Algerians, have "been targeted as
the racial issue in contemporary France." 21 In response to growing animosity towards these immigrants, a racist political movement on the Right began
to emerge in the early 1970s. A new political party
was formed, the National Front, which rejected any
pretense of multiculturalism, and seized immigration
as its primary issue. 22 Surprisingly, this party, led by
Maurice Le Pen, disapproves of the law banning
Muslim women from wearing head scarves. They are
20
21
22

I
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in support of women wearing head scarves, if for no
other reason than for Muslim women to be easily
identifiable and constantly suppressed.
The most outward justification for the affaires de
foulard and the law banning women from wearing head
scarves in public schools is that the obvious display of
religious alignment contradicts secularism, one of the
pillars of the Republic. The 1994 ban of "all 'ostentatious' signs of religious affiliation" was advocated by
the Center Right Party, on the premise that certain
religious symbols are "in themselves' transparent acts
of proselytizing." 23 The fact that all religions are
subject to this law thinly veils a direct attack on Islam.
In 2003 when the issue resurfaced, the political Left
was divided over the issue. Those on the political Left
who were in favor of banning head scarves from
schools "likened Islamic fundamentalists to Nazis and
warned of the danger of totalitarianism," which reveals
direct discrimination against Islam. 24 Those on the
political Left who opposed the ban "saw the law as a
continuation of French colonial policy," and an acceptance of racism. 25 Like the political Left, feminists
were split on the issue, as those who favored the ban
saw it as "a sign that France would not tolerate oppressive, patriarchal practices," while those who
opposed the law "insisted that the expulsion of girls
with head scarves would not emancipate them but
drive them either to fundamentalist schools or into
early marriages, losing forever the possibility of a
23
Joan W. Scott, "Symptomatic Politics: The Banning of
Head Scarves in French Public Schools," 107.
24
Ibid., 108.
25
Ibid.
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different future." 26 Fadela Amara, a Muslim feminist
activist from the French ghetto is one of these women
who believes that head scarves are much more than a
religious matter, but also a "means of oppression, of
alienation, of discrimination, an instrument of power
over women used by men." 27 The mere fact that there
are so many divisions, even between interest groups,
over this issue conveys the complexities of racial,
religious, and gender conceptions in France.
As Joan Scott reaffirms, the controversy over the
head scarves is not simply an issue of Islamic militancy, for as polls show, Muslims in France are becoming increasingly more secular and more integrated.
Instead, the current drama has been produced by
racist sentiments in France. The National Front, and
Le pen particularly, think France should expel all
immigrants because "they 'breed like rabbits,' take
away jobs from 'native' French people, bring crime to
the streets, and refuse to accept the rules of the
society they've moved to, while devouring its resources."28 Clearly, racial tensions are still running
high in France, despite attempts by the French government to be "color-blind." In his essay "Anti-racism
without Races," Erik Bleich confronts the problem of
fighting racism in France without acknowledging the
concept of race. He claims that "France simply cannot
think in terms of racial groups because of its Revolu-
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tionary and Republican principles." 29 Whether it is
only the principles of the Republic which disallow
categorization, or if the desire to compensate for the
shame of Vichy also has an influence, classification
according to race is nevertheless forbidden in French
politics. Bleich does affirm that "the color-blind model
comes with costs," as it is impossible to truly combat
racism ifit is not first acknowledged outwardly, which
it cannot be if race is undefined. 30
Ultimately, the issues surrounding the affaires de
foulard, are those of a French national identity. Since
the Revolution, France has struggled to define itself,
and has consistently combatted multiculturalism,
religious pluralism, and feminism because all of these
forces of categorization have been perceived as threats
to a united national identity. In considering France's
extensive history of assimilationism, it is clear that the
country holds homogeny as supreme, and has followed
the ideal that in order to integrate, it must exclude.
The acknowledgment of diversity in all its forms has
been excluded from public discourse, though the
societal consequences of it have not been avoided.
Therefore, in light of such public controversies as the
affaires de foulard, it might serve the French Republic
well to begin to incorporate, rather than deny difference, for the ramifications of denial are heavy, and are
not likely to better France, or actualize the ever-sought
after ideals of the Revolution.
29

Erik Bleich, "Anti-racism Without Races: Politic and Policy
in a 'Color-Blind' State," in Race in France, eds. Herrick
Chapman and Laura L. Frader (New York: Berghahn Books,
2004) 167.
30
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Stetson Kennedy Exposes the Klu Klux
Klan: A Civil Right Primer
Joe Novotny
In the current fight for the establishment of gay
and lesbian rights in the United States, both heroes
and enemies face off for the cause. It is not a homosexual struggle, but rather one fight in the larger struggle
for liberty and freedom. Heterosexuals should be
encouraged to lend their support to the gay and
lesbian civil rights movement as part of this larger
struggle. The American Civil Rights Movement provides a powerful example of the important role that
people not targeted by oppressors can play in raising
consciousness and combating evil. Many AfricanAmerican leaders and heroes who fought in that
struggle for equality have been deservedly·recognized
for their contributions. White civil rights activists,
however, are often still absent from the historical
record despite their role in the establishment of an
equal United States. Writer and activist Stetson
Kennedy risked his life for beleaguered and victimized
African-Americans in the 1940s when he covertly
infiltrated Georgia's Klu Klux Klan, the secret society
of white supremacists, and exposed it to all Americans
through various mass mediums including radio and
literature.
Insightful works on Kennedy's actions against the
Klan include The Fiery Cross by Wyn Craig Wade
(1987), which examines Kennedy's infiltration within
the context of the Klan's entire history. Margaret Anne
Bulger's dissertation "Stetson Kennedy: Applied
Folklore and Cultural Advocacy" attributes the success
of Kennedy's anti-Klan activities to his skills as a
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folklorist. This paper will focus on Kennedy's skillful
use of radio broadcasting, his personal collaboration
with state officials, and his distribution of anti-Klan
literature, all which helped expose the massive
amounts of information he collected undercover as a
member of the Klu Klux Klan . It will also examine the
effects of this exposure on the hate group's activities
and participation.
Kennedy's grandfather was a lieutenant for the
Confederate Army and his uncle, Brady Perkins, was
a high ranking official in the KKK during the 1920s. 1
Although his pedigree made him a likely Klan member,
many factors positioned Kennedy to infiltrate the Klan.
Kennedy witnessed many Klan activities while growing
up in Florida that disgusted him and made him hate
the organization. A watershed event in Kennedy's
childhood was when his family's African-American
maid, who nursed Kennedy from birth to adulthood,
was beaten and raped by KKK members for allegedly
disrespecting white people. 2 In college, Kennedy was
drawn to political activism, helping create the Florida
Inter-Collegiate Peace Council in 1937, the first
integrated university-student group in the South. 3
After ·graduating, he worked for the Works Progress
Administration's Writers Project, collecting folklore and
oral histories throughout the South. Eventually, his
dedication to activism led him to work for the Congress
oflndustrial Organizations (CIO) and the Anti-Defama1
Wyn Craig Wade, The Fiery Cross (London: Simon and
Schuster, 1987), 280.
2
Stetson Kennedy, The Klan Unmasked (Boca Raton, LA:
Florida Atlantic University Press: 1991), 18-9.
3
Margaret Anne Bulger, "Stetson Kennedy: Applied Folklore
and Cultural Advocacy" (Ph.D. diss., University of Pennsylvania,
1992), 57; ProQuest Dissertations and Theses.
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tion League (ADL). In his work with these groups, he
discovered the resilient power and position of the Klu
Klux Klan, still a prominent force in the South. 4 As
Kennedy observed in Southern Exposure (1946), "The
Klan's repressive influence is omnipresent throughout
the South, not so much by virtue of its seen handiwork
as by the terror engendered by the knowledge that the
Klan's unseen lynch law lurks around every corner."5
Kennedy realized that as a member of the oppressive majority, he was in a unique position to hurt the
Klan because he could become a member and gather
evidence against the group and its illegal activities.
Kennedy noted that at the time , the news media had
many "writers [who] were against the Klan, all right,
but they had precious few inside facts about it." 6
Kennedy soon adopted the alias John S. Perkins and
gained a job in Atlanta as a circulation manager for the
racist hate-sheet, The Southern Outlook. 7 This position
would help him to not only join the Klan, but also to
conduct in-depth interviews with Klan leaders. Living
in Atlanta, Kennedy sought out Klan hangouts until he
was eventually invited to become a member in 1944.
_ Kennedy successfully sought and received a recommendation to join the KKK by Klan-supporter and
Georgia governor candidate Eugene Talmadge. Kennedy officially joined Nathan Bedford Forrest Klavern
Number One, one of the most dangerous arid strongest
Klaverns in the South. 8 Kennedy entered the Klan
without the support or security of any legal authorities
4

Wade, The Fiery Cross, 281.
Stetson Kennedy, Southern Exposure (Garden City, NY:
Doubleday, 1946), 162.
6
Kennedy, The Klan Unmasked, 20.
7
Margaret Anne Bulger, "Stetson Kennedy," 188.
8
Ibid. , 192.
5
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and lived off a stipend received in exchange for the
information he provided to the Anti-Defamation
League. 9 He was in a constant state of fear of being
discovered as the well-known Anti-Klan writer Stetson
Kennedy. However, once initiated into the Klan, he
used his membership to collect any and all information
he could and deliver it to all interested sources.
Kennedy's next step was to campaign to become a
Knight of the Klavaliers, known as the military wing
the Klu Klux Klan. 10 The most criminal and secretive
activities were carried about by the exclusive Klavaliers
and it was where Kennedy could do the most damage,
exposing the violent activities of the KKK. Eventually,
Kennedy became a Klavalier and experienced the most
gruesome and villainous parts of the Klan, including
observing the murder of an African-American man. 11
As Kennedy was slowly initiated into the rituals of
the Klan, he took notes on all the secrets of the group,
from their handshake, to their symbolic ceremonies, to
the location and details of their meeting places. 12
Kennedy had to be very careful. He once recorded Dr.
Samuel Green, Grand Dragon of the Georgia realm of
Klans, boasting that "every member on Atlanta's police
commission is a Klansman." 13 Klan members existed
in all ranks oflaw enforcement, including the judiciary
and the legislature. If Kennedy unwittingly revealed
Klan secrets to another member of the Klan, he would
9

Ibid.

° Kennedy,

1

The Klan Unmasked, 100.
Ibid., 111.
12
Bulger, "Stetson Kennedy," 197.
13
Stetson Kennedy, "Green of the White Sheet," Reader's
Scope (November 1946), (Box 1, File 12), Stetson Kennedy
Collection (SKC), Cecil H. Green Library (CHGL), Stanford
University: Stanford, CA.
11
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be rendering his own guilt as a traitor to the Klan, an
act punishable by death.
Through a friend within the CIO, Kennedy was able
to meet with Dan Duke, assistant attorney general of
Georgia and known anti-Klan prosecutor. 14 When
Duke found out that Kennedy had infiltrated the Klan,
he put him on the payroll as a secret agent for the
Georgia Bureau of Investigation. Kennedy was supplied with a pistol's license that certified him to carry
a weapon and was also given a direct phone line to
Duke that could be utilized at any hour of the day. 15
Kennedy provided weekly reports to Duke on Klan
activities. Duke, in the meantime, prepared different
cases to be brought against the Associated Klans of
Georgia, supplemented by Kennedy's evidence. In all,
Kennedy was paid $300 by Duke for his services. 16
Kennedy also advised Duke and other legal authorities
to investigate and prosecute "specific violations of
specific civil liberties of specific persons by specific
Klansmen." 17 Kennedy's evidence and testimony
became very useful in the ongoing trials of accused
Klansmen .18
Kennedy's reports were extremely thorough and
informative. His career as a folklore collector and
journalist aided him in the accurate recording of
specific quotes from Klan meetings. His reports were
also supplemented by information provided by another
undercover infiltrator, John Brown, who had joined
Georgia Klavern No. 297 . 19 Kennedy's reports to Dan
14

Kennedy, The Klan Unmasked, 78.
Ibid., 80-1.
16
Bulger, "Stetson Kennedy," 203.
17
Wade, The Fiery Cross, 280.
18
Bulger, "Stetson Kennedy," 204.
19
Ibid., 192.
15
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Duke included the number of people who were in
attendance at Klan meetings, the specific names of
prominent social figures and speakers, the meeting's
agenda, and any illegal activities planned or discussed.
For example, in an official report by Kennedy from 25
February 1946, he describes how Dr. Samuel Green
spoke about the need for the KKK to create a campaign
against an anti-Klan politician who was currently
running for office. In the same report, Kennedy revealed how City Councilman [first name unknown]
Cawthon, a member of Klan No. 1, spoke at the meeting about the danger of the "Negro strength in
voting." 20 On 5 March 194 7, Kennedy reported that
300 attended the meeting at which six new members
were initiated. Part of the discussion during this Klan
meeting was the type of punishments and torture that
Klansmen would like to administer to Stetson Kennedy, who had been identified as a Klan spy exposing
many Klan activities via the media. John Perkins,
however, remained safe. 21
Kennedy was not risking his life to acquire information about the KKK simply to hand it over to the proper
authorities. He made an effort to get certain things
accomplished using whatever means possible, including legal technicalities. One of his goals was the
revocation of the Klan's state charter. In 1944, the
Internal Revenue Service and U.S. Treasury required
the Knights of the Klu Klux Klan Inc. to pay $645,000
to the federal government for taxes dating back to the
1920s. James A. Colescott, at the time the Imperial
Wizard (executive leader) of the Klan, suspended all
20

Stetson Kennedy, Report, 25 Feb. 1946, (1-3), SKC, CHGL.
Stetson Kennedy, "Cut or Burn," 5 May 1947, (1-5), SKC,
CHGL.
21
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official Klan activities so the KKK would not be required to pay. However, Dr. Samuel Green soon
revived the Klan in Georgia, pretending that the two
corporations were not the same. 22 Kennedy informed
Dan Duke that Green's Klan was using the "copyrighted name and rituals, its patented insignias, and
everything else [of the Knights of the Klu Klux Klan
·
Inc.]." 23
To assure that the Klan's state charter would be
revoked, Kennedy wrote a letter to Georgia's governor,
Ellis Arnall, that laid out the different grounds for
which the charter could be revoked: 1) The Klan's
charter claimed it was a non-profit organization while
the current Klan was operating for a profit, 2) The Klan
violated its non-political charter by extreme involvement in political activities, 3) The Klan was involved in
activities that prevented and denied others of their civil
rights. 24 On 13 June 1947, acknowledging Kennedy's
contributions, the Georgia Charter for the KKK was
revoked by the Fulton County Superior Court in
Georgia. 25 The loss of the charter meant that Grand
Dragon Green could not claim that he was the ruler of
the Klu Klux Klan. This loss of authority caused
divisions in the Associated Klans of Georgia, culminating in the creation of a separate organization: the
Original Southern Klans. 26 Later that year, Kennedy
tried to acquire a charter for his own "mock" Klu Klux

I
I
I
,I

22
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24
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Klan in Illinois that would promote equal rights and
more importantly, not allow the real KKK to operate
under that name, perform any patented rituals, or use
any copyrighted symbols. 27 Although his application
was rejected, Kennedy continued to explore every
possible avenue that would hurt the Klan and draw
attention to the civil rights movement.
Some of the other avenues Kennedy explored
involved Congress and the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Kennedy offered to visit the House Committee
on Un-American Activities (HUAC) and hand over what
he called "trunkloads of documentary evidence of the
Klan's un-American activities." 28 In 1946, Kennedy
would not be deterred by the committee chairman's
refusal of his offer. To make visible the very real
presence of the KKK, Kennedy arrived at the House
Office in Klan garb; he was immediately detained by
police and removed. The next day, however, he was
offered a meeting with the committee's chief investigator-who also refused Kennedy's briefcase filled with
"documentation of Klan violence." The committee's
focus was flushing out communism, not attacking
obvious racist acts that hindered civil rights. 29 Kennedy was extremely frustrated with the lack of concern
by Congress for the bigotry and violence that was
being perpetrated by the KKK.
Undaunted, Kennedy tried to turn evidence and his
personal testimonies over to the FBI offices in Atlanta.
When reporting illegal Klan activities, Kennedy recalled, "I always had a feeling that I was speaking to a
27

"Illinois Bars Mock Klan," The New York Times, 16 Aug.
1947, 6; ProQuest Historical Newspapers.
28
Wade, The Fi.ery Cross, 287.
29
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machine that could not respond. "3° Kennedy felt
neglected by the FBI, a perception later confirmed by
testimony from FBI agents who observed that FBI
director J. Edgar Hoover often ignored civil rights
cases and regarded them as "burdensome."31
Kennedy, with little help from the government or
law enforcement authorities, needed to find a way to
hurt the Klan. even without formal sanctions. Based on
his own experiences, Kennedy concluded that their
"total reliance upon an invented, magical world made
the Klu Klux Klan ultimately vulnerable to ridicule." 32
He knew that by exposing the secret names, symbols
and rituals of the Klan, he "would steal the symbolic
heart from the organization" and "sap their strength by
turning their own rituals against them." 33 The Klan
exerted a power over its members by creating a tightknit community, but that power could be broken if the
community was no longer exclusive and the public was
fully aware of its activities.
To expose the Klan's secrets and beliefs on a mass
scale, Kennedy turned to radio. Broadcasting offered
immediate, vast audiences. Because radio listening
was an important social event, the secrets of the Klan
could be delivered to audiences coast to coast. Kennedy solicited the aid of Drew Pearson, a syndicated
journalist and progressive radio commentator. Kennedy provided the minutes of each week's Klan meeting to Pearson, who from 1946-4 7 broadcast them on
his Sunday night show. Kennedy gave the names of
Klansmen and detailed the group's plans. These
3
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broadcasts had an incredible effect on the state of the
Klan. After Pearson broadcast nationally the names of
Klansmen who were prominent politicians and businessman in Atlanta, these individuals soon stopped
attending meetings. 34 When Pearson named CliffVittur
as the leader of the malicious Klavalier military group,
trucks at Vittur's trucking firm were set aflame. 35
Kennedy was creating personal problems for Klan
members by revealing their identities and the viciousness of their group. In a standard Klavern report,
Kennedy recorded, "Grand Dragon Green was extremely upset about the exposure of Klan activities by
Drew Pearson in his broadcast the previous night, and
blamed it on Stetson Kennedy." 36
Kennedy's collaboration with Pearson led to another idea for exposing the Klan via the radio. Kennedy's observation of young boys playing with secret
passwords inspired him to create a children's entertainment program to release Klan passwords. Instead
of creating a new program, Kennedy thought to tap the
power of the Adventures of Superman, an already
existing and enormously popular children's radio
program.37
In 1946, Kennedy called on Robert
Maxwell, Superman's radio producer, to create a new
series: "Superman · Battles the Grand Dragon."38
Kennedy was named a consultant, editing the show's
scripts, assuring authenticity, and updating the show
with newly changed passwords. 39 Superman defeated
legions of Klansmen on the radio, as children listened
34
35

36
37
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38
39
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and acted out the show's plot. At subsequent Klan
meetings, Kennedy reported that many members were
distraught. One Klansman stated, "When I came home
from work the other night, there was my kid and a
bunch of others, some with towels tied around their
necks like capes and some with pillow cases over their
heads ... When I asked them what they were doing, they
said they was playing a new kind of Cops and Robbers
called 'Superman against the Klan. "' 40 As Margaret
Anne Bulger writes, "Kennedy's mission was to deflate
that [Klan's psychological] power by reporting on the
Klan with ridicule, holding up their ritual as childish,
and revealing the priesthood's secrets to break their
spirits."41 Kennedy certainly was successful in his
mission: at subsequent meetings he observed attendance at "rock bottom" . with no new applicants for
membership. 42
Kennedy knew the strength of the media in swaying
public opinion. He realized that Americans had a
"common need of 'belonging"' which he wanted to
manipulate to make tolerance and civil liberty in-style
rather than racism and hatred. 43 Radio was just one of
the media realms that he utilized to change the attitudes of the American audience. Another realm was
literature, also highly effective in exposing the Klu
Klux Klan. Kennedy's book Southern Exposure was
published in 1946, followed by I Rode with the Klan in
1954 (later re-titled The Klan Unmasked): two first
person narratives revealing the state of the South,
4
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viewpoints on civil rights, and Kennedy's own perso1!-al
interaction with hate groups including the KKK.
Kennedy believed the press was a valuable media
source to expose the Klan. He noted that if the press
were to "rip the mask from them [Klan members] and
turn on the spotlight... they11 crawl back into their
cracks and stay there ."4 4 Kennedy used his journalistic
skills to effectively expose the Klu Klux Klan on a
national level. While undercover, he did freelance work
for The Nation, Newsweek, PM, Common Ground, and
consulted with writers for the Anti-Defamation League
on anti-Klan literature. 45 He noticed that when the
Klan was exposed in respected publications, victims
subsequently approached Dan Duke with their personal stories about assaults, torture, and arson that
they experienced at the hands of the Klan. 46
Kennedy was undercover in different hate groups
and terrorist organizations in the South from September 1944 to December 1948.4 7 In all, he would join
over twenty Southern organizations, all of whom
threatened the establishment of civil rights in
America. 48 He risked his life, spending considerable
time among violent hate mongers to collect information
in order to educate Americans on the current state of
civil liberties, or lack thereof, in the United States.
Kennedy weakened the Klan by helping revoke its state
· charter in Georgia and by providing evidence and
testimony against Klan members tried for assault and
other criminal charges. His creative use ofradio to "demystify" the Klan set a precedent for the use of popular
44
45

46
47

48
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mass media programming as a tool to greatly affect
social situations. 49 His heroic actions as a white
person who rejected racism and complacency and
fought for others' civil rights in the segregated South
pioneered white people's involvement in the Civil
Rights Movement of the 1960s. Overall, his perseverance and determination to single-handedly decrease
the participation and strength of the Klan through his
creative tactics were commendable and an achievement that should be carefully studied by others
dedicated to social justice.
Stetson Kennedy knew that the information he had
could be used against the Klu Klux Klan in a manner
that would "de-mystify'' the secret society and expose
it as a group that promoted alienation and used
violence as its means. 50 In the racially divided United
States of the 1940s, few lawmakers were willing to take
on the Klan and many lc;i.w enforcement agencies were
filled.with Klan members. Kennedy skillfully forged his
own route and used media to expose the hate-group on
a mass scale. Kennedy's exposure of the Klan caused
a decrease in participation in KKK meetings and
activities. He set an example as a white activist for civil
rights in the segregated South, well before the .Civil
Rights Movement was recognized. Kennedy is the
model of a single person who accepted personal
responsibility in the fight against discrimination. Even
though that discrimination was not directed at him, he
used the means available to him to expose inhumane
attitudes and actions and preach the idea of true equal
rights to the American people. His example as a
member of the privileged majority who fought for the
49
50
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discriminated minority is applicable today in a variety
of movements, including the present struggle for gay
and lesbian rights because his story inspires even
those not personally subject to discrimination to
courageously work for liberty for all.
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Theodore Roosevelt's Great White Fleet:
A Reflection of America's New Foreign
Policy
A.J. Perry
During the 19 th century, the United States generally
followed President Washington's advice of avoiding
entangling alliances. However, involvement in the
Cuban independence movement and the development
of a formidable industrial complex trapped America
into becoming a force in international politics. The
territorial gains from the Pacific and Caribbean campaigns during the Spanish-American War left America
few choices but to join the global chess match. The
aftermath of the Russo-Japanese War, the disintegration of Imperial China, the second wave of colonial
imperialism, and ethnic tensions in Europe made
enduring peace fragile. Against a background of
tension and industrial economic change, President
Theodore Roosevelt dramatically orchestrated the
United States' introduction to global involvement and
realpolitik. 1 Paradoxically using battleships as ambassadors of goodwill, Roosevelt's carefully staged Great
White Fleet tour symbolized a new muscular, interventionist American foreign policy.
Other countries met America's upstart meddling in
international politics "vith reluctance.
American
exceptionalism, coupled with the Western belief in the
White Man's Burden, legitimized colonial territorial
acquisitions resulting from the McKinley-Era Spanish1
Henry Kissinger, Diplomacy, (New York: Simon & Schuster,
1994), 43.
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American War. 2 President Roosevelt's successful
negotiation of the Treaty of Portsmouth between
Russia and Japan (1905) and influence in averting a
war in Europe during the Algeciras Conference (1906)
further solidified the United States' international role
in negotiating foreign disputes. 3 Roosevelt's guidance
in foreign politics provided him leeway to flex his
diplomatic and imperialist muscles with his corollary
to the Monroe Doctrine. While the Monroe Doctrine
passively asked the European powers to refrain from
intervening or re-colonizing the Western Hemisphere,
the Roosevelt Corollary defended America's role as
policeman in the West. 4 The Roosevelt Corollary
asserted America's strong-arm tactics in protecting its
political stability and financial propriety in the Western
Hemisphere. 5 The Corollary also justified the primary
objective of the Navy's Pacific presence. Predating the
Civil War, the role of Navy was to maintain military
2

Sean Dennis Cashman, America in the Gilded Age: From the
Death of Lincoln to the Rise of Theodore Roosevelt, (New York:
New York University Press, 1984), 323; Margaret Werry, "The
Greatest Show on Earth: Political Spectacle, Spectacular Politics,
and the American Pacific," Theatre Journal 57.3, (2005),
http://O-muse.jhu .edu .sculib.scu.edu/journals/
theatre_journal/v057 /57.3werry.html>, (4 April 2006), 362-363;
Matthew Josephson, The President Makers: The Culture of
Politics and Leadership in an Age of Enlightenment 1896-1919,
(New York: Frederick Ungar Publishing Co., 1940), 182-183.
3
Ibid,. 182; Kissinger, Diplomacy, (New York: .Simon &
Schuster, 1994), 41.
4
Ibid., 36.
5
Ibid., 37; Bruce Miroff, Icons of Democracy: American
Leaders as Heroes, Aristocrats, Dissenters, & Democrats, (New
York: BasicBooks, 1993), 185; Theodore Roosevelt, An
Autobiography (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1913), 226,
249.
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readiness and protect United States commercial
interests in the Pacific. 6 The annexation of Hawaii and
territorial gains in the Spanish-American War, the
Roosevelt Corollary to the Monroe Doctrine, and
Roosevelt's dedication to protecting the United States'
maritime interests via the Navy granted Roosevelt the
autonomy to commit the United States' naval forces to
America's protection as he saw fit.
According to Roosevelt, the growing interests of the
United States demanded a Central American canal and
a unified American battle fleet. 7 Roosevelt and the
High Command agreed it was best to keep the fleet
together; however, neither coast accepted reallocation
of its naval forces. 8 America's cause for concern lay in
geographic obstacles preventing the swift transfer of
battleships from coast-to-coast during the SpanishAmerican War. Illustrating the issue, the record pace
of the battleship USS Oregon in reunifying with the
Atlantic Fleet from the Pacific Coast was overshadowed
by its arrival at the war's end. 9 Fortunately, the
United States did not require the additional services of
West Coast warships to fight in the Caribbean during
the Spanish-American War.
6

See Kenneth J. Hagan, American Gunboat Diplomacy and
the Old Navy 1887-1889, (Westpost, CT: Greenwood Press,
1973), 127; Roosevelt, An Autobiography, 226.
7
Theodore Roosevelt, Theodore Roosevelt: Letters and
Speeches, "Preparing for War: To John Davis Long," ed. Louis
Auchincloss, (New York: Library of America, 2004), 331-332.
8
James W. Hammond Jr., "A Fleet for All Seasons," United
States Naval Institute Proceedings 108, no. 12 (Annapolis, MD:
December 1982), 71, 72.
9
Gordon Carpenter O'Gara, Theodore Roosevelt and the Rise
of the Modem Navy, (New York: Greenwood Press, Publishers,
1943), 5.
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The Russians faced a similar divided fleet problem
during the Russo-Japanese War, where part of their
fleet was in the Pacific and the rest in the Baltic Sea.
The Japanese High Naval Command made the Russians pay for their naval division and thus easily
established naval dominance in the Western Pacific. 10
Roosevelt, as former Assistant Secretary of the Navy
and then president, learned from the precedents of the
Spanish-American War and Russo-Japanese War: a
divided fleet is worse than putting all of one's ships on
one coast. 11
Roosevelt's passion for the Navy and private correspondence with Alfred Thayer Mahan, a progressive
naval strategist and author of the popular book The
Influence of Sea Power upon History 1660-1783,
inspired Roosevelt's dedication to a vigorous bicoastal
battleship building policy, and the subsequent the
abandonment of America's isolationist tradition. The
fear of Japanese hegemony, direct attacks in the
American Pacific, and a naval arms race between the
Germans and British in the Atlantic demanded Roosevelt's direct attention. 12 While the East Coast pos10

James R. Reckner, Teddy Roosevelt's Great White Fleet,
(Annapolis, MD: Bluejacket Books, 1988), 12; John D. Alden,
The American Steel Navy: A Photographic History of the U.S. Navy
from the Introduction of the Steel Hull in 1883 to the Cruise of the
Great White Fleet 1907-1909, (Annapolis, MD: Naval Institute
Press, 1972), 333.
11
Roosevelt, Letters and Speeches, "The Great White Fleet:
To Lawrence Fraser Abbott," 529, 530;" Ibid. "Keeping the Fleet
Undivided: To Franklin Delano Roosevelt," 681; "What Is Left of
the Navy in Atlantic Waters," New York Times, 19 January 1908.
12
Roosevelt, Theodore Roosevelt: Letters and Speeches,
"Praise for "A Naval Classic: To Alfred Thayer Mahan," 45; Werry,
361, 362, 367.
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sessed a majority of the battle fleet, the West Coast,
incited by yellow journalism, feared Japanese retribution for the discriminatory regulations against
Japanese-Americans in San Francisco and thus
. demanded significant naval protection. 13 Recognizing
that the core of naval superiority rested in battleship
fleets, the Senate Committee on Naval Affairs successfully petitioned a now divided Congress to allocate
more funding for ships. 14
The end result of Roosevelt's battleship building
policy from 1904 to 1907 was fourteen modern battleships servicing both the Atlantic and Pacific fleets. 15
Adding to the spectacular modern nature of the new
warships, Roosevelt requested the Atlantic fleet be
painted an uncharacteristic color-white. 16 Warships
traditionally had spar (grey) color hulls to camouflage
the boat against the ocean, and thus confuse the
13

Robert A. Hart, The Great White Fleet: Its Voyage Around
the World 1907-1909, (Boston: Little, Brown and Company,
1965), 31; Brayton Harris, The Age of the Battleship 1890-1922,
(New York: Franklin Watts, Inc., 1965), 117; Kenneth J. Hagan,
The People's Navy: The Making of American Sea Power(New
York: The Free Press, 1991), 239.
14
Hepburn, Rep. [IA], "Thirty Reasons Why Our Navy Should
Not be Enlarged" Congressional Record (22 January 1909),
1308-1309; "$12,000,000 For Battleships." New York Times. 19
February 1907; Reckner, Teddy Roosevelt's Great White Flee~
125.
15
Mike McKinley, "The Cruise of the Great White Fleet,"
Navy Department Library, 19 October 2004,
<http:/ /www.hi&tory.navy.mil/library / online/ gwf_cruise.htm>,
(7 May 2006).
16
General Instro.ctions for Painting and Cementing Vessels of
the United States Navy: Approved by the Naval Department April
24, 1908, (Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 1908),
29 .
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enemy on the vessels' distance and speed. 17 Admiral
Sperry, one of the admirals of the repainted Atlantic
Fleet, further noted that one of the drawbacks of the
white ships was the ease in targeting them, especially
during night gunnery practice. 18 The tactical advantage of spar was overlooked for the symbolic significance (goodwill) and theatrical value of painting the
fleet white.
Plausible motivations for choosing white include:
the constant maintenance required to keep the coal
burning ships from darkening would occupy the crew
while they were not drilling; the color white suggests
peacefulness or goodwill (e.g. raising a white flag
during battle or hospital ship); or more realistically,
Roosevelt wanted his fleet to stand out among all
others for his greatest stunt yet. 19 Officially, the new
white Atlantic fleet would undergo a "practice cruise"
around the Cape Horn to San Francisco; however,
privately Roosevelt sought to parade his new fleet on a
global circuit. 20
17

Mal Wright, "Warship Colour Schemes of World War I,"
The World War I Document Archive, 12 July 1999,
<http:/ /www.gwpda.org/naval/s1200000.htm> (16 May 2006).
18
Roosevelt, An Autobiography, 601-602.
19
General Instructions for Painting and Cementing Vessels of
the United States Navy: Approved by the Naval Department
March 31, 1910, (Washington, DC: Government Printing Office,
1910), 18.
20
Ibid., 592; Kenneth Wimmel, Theodore Roosevelt and the
Great White Fleet: America Sea Power Comes of Age
(Washington: Brassey's Inc. 1998), 223; Harris, The Age of the
Battleship 1890-1922, 118; Alfred Thayer Mahan, "The True
Significance of the Pacific Cruise," Scientific American 97, (7
December 1907), 407.
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Although Roosevelt states in his 1913 Autobiography that his intention of sending what is known as the
"Great White Fleet" on a world tour was purely to
"impress the American people; and this purpose was
fully achieved" scholars suggest Roosevelt really
sought to impress an international audience. 21 Scholars recognize that Roosevelt's selfish intention in
sending the fleet abroad . was to counter growing
Japanese hegemony in the Pacific, and to maintain
positive relations with other ethnically white nations.
While scholars judge the Great White Fleet as Roosevelt's attempt to militarily subdue rising tensions with
the Japanese and to improve · America's standing
abroad, contemporary accounts from the media,
Congress, and former naval officers criticized the fleet's
structural and geographical distance vuhierabilities. 22
Some of the older ships attached to the Atlantic
fleet still fell under the classification of "coast defense
battle-ships" and were ill-suited for a world cruise
without constant refueling and renovation to cope with
large munitions and waves. 23 Other considerations
that should have deterred Roosevelt from committing
the Great White Fleet to the 43,000 mile journey
include, but are not limited to, the strong chance that
the "White Armada" was seen as a hostile and easily
targeted threat to foreign vessels; the potential to
21

Roosevelt, An Autobiography, 593.
See Wimmel, Theodore Roosevelt and the Great White
Fleet, xi; Reckner, Teddy Roosevelt's Great White Fleet 334;
Roosevelt contradicts self: Josephson, 263; Harris, The Age of
the Battleship 1890-1922, 118; Annual Report of the Secretary of
the Navy, 1908, (Washington, DC: Government Printing Office,
1908), 467.
23
Roosevelt, An Autobiography, 226.
22
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escalate European military tensions; the lack of nonforeign collier vessels and cost of fueling the fleet; the
diminished impression the touring battleships would
make with the unveiling of the British HMS Dreadnought in 1907; and public reservation if America's
prestige was worth sixteen battleships, thousands of
seamen, and millions of dollars in investments. 24
The above arguments did not hinder the popularity
of the world cruise because Roosevelt's order to
circumnavigate the globe did not occur until after the
fleet launched and the propaganda team worked
overtime. Any opposition to Roosevelt's Great White
Traveling Circus died with its successful and relatively
unscathed return home. 25
President Roosevelt's
speech upon its return to the States on 22 February
1909 confirmed his rationale for sending the fleet
abroad when he stated, "This is the first battle fleet
that has ever circumnavigated the globe ... As a war
machine, the fleet comes back in better shape than it
went out. In addition, you ... have shown yourself the
best of all ambassadors and heralds of peace." 26
Ultimately, the Great White Fleet's cruise successfully
culminated Roosevelt's symbolic effort to promote
American goodwill with battleships as ambassadors .
Robert A. Hart, a leading authority on the fleet and
its travels, uniquely identifies the battleship as "a
24
See Hart, The Great White Fleet: Its Voyage Around the
World 1907-1909, 25, 54, 55; Wimmel, Theodore Roosevelt's
Great White Fleet, 243; "Lessons and Results of the Battleship
Cruise." Scientific American 100 (20 February 1909), 146.
25
See Rufus Fairchild Zogbaum, "A Fleet in Being," Outlook
89 , 1 (2 May 1908), 20; "Fleet's Trip for Peace.' New York Times.
11 May 1908.
26
Roosevelt, An Autobiography, 605.
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par;:idox of power and beauty, [it] demanded attention
- the pride and affection of people whose flag it flew
and the envy and fear of adversaries." 27 Those who
controlled and paraded these technologically advanced
and awe-inspiring vessels garnered prestige. 28 Thus,
to further play up the splendor of the cruise, Roosevelt
had the Atlantic Fleet begin their voyage pulling out of
Hampton Roads with Roosevelt's presidential yacht,
the USS Mayflower trailing the battleship flotilla. 29
Both the Mayflower and Hampton Roads historically
played important roles in the modernization of America's navy. The Mayflower participated in the liberation of Havana in the Spanish-American War and
alluded to Roosevelt's own heroic persona. The symbolism of the craft, coupled with the owner's cult of
personality and commitment to their mission would
serve as inspiration to the crews as they embarked on
America's diplomatic and training cruise. Adding to
the dramatization of the scene, Hampton Roads was
the site of the first modern naval battle between the
steel-clad Monitor and Merrimack forty-five years
previous. Sixteen glistening white battleships sharply
contrasted with memories of the Monitor and
Merrimack's Civil War stalemate .
Roosevelt masterfully orchestrated their send off
from the bay with a presidential review of each craft as
27

Hart, The Great White Fleet: Its Voyage Around the World

1907-1909, xi.
28

See Charles E. Jefferson, "Peace at Any Price" Men, The
Independent66·, 3140 (4 February 1909), 224.
29
Hart, The Great White Fleet: Its Voyage Around the World
1907-1909, 60.
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the ship's twenty-one gun salute rattled the crowd. 30
The uproar of thousands of battleship aficionados and
tearful sweethearts cheered on America's bluejackets
as sixteen twenty-one gun salutes and national anT h e
thems resounded over Chesapeake Bay. 3 1
first-rate pageantry at Hampton Roads set the tone for
how the Great White Fleet and its sailors were received
Rear-Admiral Seaton
worldwide and at home .32
Schroeder noted that "No selection had been of friendly
countries to visit; there had been no picking and
choosing of ports where cordiality would be most
confidently anticipated."33 Under Roosevelt's guidance,
the High Command mapped the course of the Great
White Fleet in regards to distance between coaling
stations and returning home to celebrate President
Washington's birthday (22 February); otherwise
Admiral "Fighting Bob" Evans (on the first leg of the
trip between Hampton Roads and San Francisco) and
Admiral Charles Sperry (on the second leg between
San Francisco and Hampton Roads) held carte blanche
on where to visit and train the inexperienced sailors
and officers. No matter where the fleet stopped next,
periodicals reported the fleet's progress on its unprecedented journey to a worldwide audience. 3 4 Rand
McNally, one of America's leading mapmakers, re30

Harold J . Howland, "The Return of the Battle Fleet,"
Outlook (6 March 1909), 542 .
31
Hart, The Great White Fleet: Its Voyage Around the World
1907-1909, 58.
32
George Palmer Putnam, "San Francisco Welcome to the
Fleet," Outlook 89, 4, (23 May 1908), 150-151.
33
Seaton Schroeder, "America's Welcome Abroad ," The
Independe nt 66, 3144 (4 March 1909), 4 78.
3
q Ibid ., 478
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ported record sales as Americans followed the fleet's
progress on maps and bulletins from reporters on the
flagship USS Connecticut and at ports of call. 35 The
positive spin released by the reporters and propaganda
teams aboard the fleet made the cruise inspired foreign
and domestic confidence.
Despite initial set-backs during the Rio de Janeiro
landing, the shore patrol ensured that American
sailors acquired a reputation for good manners .36
Invitations flooded the White House and Navy Department after reports of good behavior and fanfare from
the fleet's "victory'' stop (also in Rio de Janeiro, 12-29
January 1908). 37 To gain the presence of the fleet was
to gain protection or legitimacy under the auspices of
the United States. The United States conducted
intelligence and defense analyses under the cloak of
diplomacy and kinship. 38 While the bluejackets were
on restrictive liberty and high officers were entertained
by government and military officials, others updated
the American strategic plan and repainted the sootcovered vessels.
Competition to host the entire fleet versus a subset
was fierce between foreign countries. The competition
for American dollars and positive press left many a
countries disillusioned to their role in the evolving
world order. Rivalries developed between countries
hoping to court the fleet's landing. In the Rio de
Janeiro versus Buenos Aires example, the Navy used
35

Ibid., 4 78; Wimmel, Theodore Roosevelt and the Great

White Fleet, xii.
36

Reckner, Teddy Roosevelt's Great White Flee~ 36.
Hart, The Great White Fleet: Its Voyage Around the World
1907-1909, 158.
38
Reckner, Teddy Roosevelt's Great White Flee~ 40.
37
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the excuse that the waters were too shallow to enter
the port of Buenos Aires. Diplomatic fallout ensued
between Brazil and Argentina. Furthermore, Argentina
agitated for a stop and was only slightly pacified by the
dispatch of a torpedo boat. 39 While the Argentines felt
insulted by not hosting the entire fleet, the presence of
a single vessel often meant the difference between
sanctions and treaties of friendship. The "Baltimore"
incident (at Valparaiso), as it would come to be called,
of only receiving a glimpse of the boats offshore became more frequent and disheartened "lesser" nations
as time and financial constraints regularly governed
the fleet's itinerary. 40
Some of the most heated debates were between
American cities--not internationals--seeking to entertain the sailors. For example, the California towns of
Monterey and Santa Cruz fought to gain attention from
the fleet. Sperry and the High Command resolved that
the fleet would first stop at Monterey, the second day
the fleet would be split between the two towns, and the
final day the entire fleet was to disembark at Santa
Cruz. 41 The prestige associated with receiving the
Great White Fleet turned simultaneously inspired
national pride and turned formerly amicable adjacent
cities against one another.
Since the High Command allocated divisions of the
fleet between cities and national governments, the fleet
39

Hart, The Great White Fleet: Its Voyage Around the World

1907-1909, 122.
40

Ibid., 142; Steward W. Livermore, "American Strategy
Diplomacy in the South Pacific 1890-1914," The Pacific
Historical Review v. XII (Berkeley, CA: The Pacific Coast Branch,
American Historical Association, 1943), 43.
41
Reckner, Teddy Roosevelt's Great White Fleet, 58.
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attempted to avoid provoking numerous international
disputes. Once Roosevelt confirmed the global trajectory, the Japanese insisted that they host the fleet
despite any bad blood garnered by xenophobic actions
taken in California. 42 China likewise wanted to gain
support from an Anglo power against the further
partitioning of Manchuria and as a buffer against
Chinese imperial decline. 43
Although great fear transpired over sending the
fleet to the East, Roosevelt ignored skeptics and
Hearst's invented "Yellow Peril."44 Despite Roosevelt's
confidence, American naval training for improving
efficiency and readiness situated the Japanese as
potential adversaries. Throughout the cruise, the
sailors underwent grueling "record" training (target
practice) where the Japanese were the imagined
enemy. 45 If the Japanese proved hostile upon America's arrival, the Great White Fleet would be ready. 46
The successful preparations undertaken through
target-practice competitions and military maneuver
practice across the Pacific underscored Roosevelt's
demands for efficiency. 47
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Harris, The Age of the Battleship 1890-1922, 117.
Hart, The Great White Fleet: Its Voyage Around the World
.
1907-1909, 237.
44
Josephson, The President Makers: The Culture of Politics
and Leadership in an Age of Enlightenment 1896-1919, 262, 263 .
45
Harris, The Age of the Battleship 1890-1922, 118.
46
O'Gara, Theodore Roosevelt and the Rise of the Modem
Navy, 11.
47
Alden, The American Steel Navy: A Photographic History of
the U.S. Navy from the Introduction of the Steel Hull in 1883 to
the Cruise of the Great White Fleet 1907-1909, 334; Hart, Great
White Fleet: Its Voyage Around the World 1907-1909, 182;
Reckner, Teddy Roosevelt's Great White Fleet, 160
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A further action to prevent incident included
limiting the numbers of sailors who received liberty in
Japan. The United States demanded its best behavior
from the small percentage of men and guaranteed this
with the shore patrol. Consequently, large banquets
saw commanding officers sitting at the heads of the
tables to ensure the good behavior of his subordinates.
Ultimately, the two sides parted with mutual respect
and goodwill. 48 Thousands of Japanese schoolchildren
flooded the streets singing American patriotic songs in
English and waving both American and Japanese flags.
The Navy's bluejackets impressed the Japanese
through parading cleanly shaven through the roads
waiving the Japanese rising-sun flag as well. 49 The
respect gan1ered for the other's culture was apparent
on both sides and showmanship proved to be the best
temporary solution for assuaging foreign misunderstandings.
America's successful battleship diplomacy had
saved face in Japan, but not in China. The United
States could not expect to maintain positive relations
with Japan if it completely endorsed China's "Open
Door" policy; therefore, only half of the Grand Fleet
paid China the honor of a visit and in Amoy, not in the
capital. 50 Although insulted by the "treachery" of the .
Japanese and their American counterparts, the
Manchu could not pass up on the fleet's visit.
48

"Japanese Admiral Gives a Reception ." New York Times.
19 May 1907.
49
Alden, The American Steel Navy: A Photographic History of

the U.S. Navy from the Introduction of the Steel Hull in 1883 to
the Cruise of the Great White Fleet 1907-1909, 344; Hart, Great
White Fleet: Its Voyage Around the World 1907-1909, 30.
so Ibid ., 244.
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Amoy was a backwards area in the southernmost
point of China, and the Chinese government converted
the town fringes into a $400,000 "Pleasure City" to
entertain the sailors for a week. 51 The United States'
expectation that their fleet would be welcomed by
Chinese pageantry, despite a southern port stop, fell
through. Unlike the previous stops on the journey, the
fleet was not welcomed by thousands of excited persons. Nightly displays of fireworks and other culturally significant pastimes, including baseball, failed to
meet American standards. 52 Being restricted to the
makeshift town, lack of regal ceremonies, and the
Chinese mistrust of foreigners culminated in a negative United States response to Chinese pomp.
Unfortunately for the Chinese, American excitement rose to its peak at Chinese shortcomings. In
attempts to leave the bluejackets with good feeling
their Manchu hosts created the most spectacular and
expensive fireworks show in Chinese history. With the
American red, white, and blue and Manchu yellow and
green as its central color schemes for the show, the
Chinese lit up the southern skies. The final fireworks
show, however, ignited the pavilions and local YMCA
of "Pleasure City." 53 In the heat of the moment, angry
Chinese attacked United States citizens and property
across the country. An informed American public fully
expected a bombardment of Amoy; fortunately, the
51

Alden, The American Steel Navy: A Photographic History of
the U.S. Navy from the Introduction of the Steel Hull in 1883 to
the Cruise of the Great White Fleet 1907-1909, 344.
52
Hart, Great White Fleet: Its Voyage Around the World 19071909, 252 .
53
Ibid., 255.
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fleet left without returning fire. 54 The American public
saw the Chinese reaction as an insult to United States'
global diplomatic goodwill. Chinese stock lessened in
value with their "mediocre" and hostile displays to the
American presence; and likewise, the Japanese reinforced their position as hegemon of the East.
Roosevelt personally dictated the Great White
Fleet's concluding itinerary to deal with the more
politically significant and sensitive European nations.
The ships passed through the Suez Canal, with stops
restricted to the Mediterranean Sea. The shallowness
of the Mediterranean, the fear of aftershocks from the
Messina earthquake, machinery breakdowns, and a
rushed schedule to return back to the States before
George Washington's birthday meant that the Grand
Fleet was divided into groups of one to four vessels in
order to be received in a multitude of courts and
maximize their exposure in a limited amount of time. 55
In what seemed more like tourist cruise through
Europe, the divided fleet visited Port Said, Beirut,
Smyrna, Athens, Salonika, Tripoli, Messina (where the
Connecticut, fllinois, and Culgoa unwelcomingly participated in earthquake assistance), Malta, Algiers,
Naples, Villefranche, Marseilles, and Tangier before it
rendezvoused at Gibraltar on 1 February 1909. 56
54

Ibid., 256 .
Ibid., 265.
56
Alden, The American Steel Navy: A Photographic History of
the U.S. Navy from the Introduction of the Steel Hull in 1883 to
the Cruise of the Great White Fleet 1907-1909 334; "Battleships
May Go to Italy's Rescue ." New York Times. 1 January 1909;
Annual Report of the Secretary of the Navy, 1909, (Washington,
DC: Government Printing Office, 1909), 29; "Itinerary of the
Cruise [of the Great White Fleet]," Scientific American 100 (20
55
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Although the men were tired and the hosts' modern
navies overshadowed the United States fleet, the
Americans were "courted" and encouraged to stay by
most of their hosts. The French, for example, demonstrated their largess through exuberant receptions for
bluejackets and their wives in villas, while women gave
flowers and kisses to unattached sailors on liberty. 57
Despite the declining material value of American
battleships, the prestige gained through exuberant
receptions for America's armed diplomats outweighed
the financial cost on either side .
The final stop found the Great White Fleet at
British held Gibraltar. Despite recent gains made by
the United States, Alfred Thayer Mahan continued to
recognize the British as the global naval hegemon
through their world-wide empire and rich naval
tradition. 58 England's clear numerical and technological superiority over America's Battle Fleet masked
attempts to impress the "Motherland." The British at
Gibraltar gallantly acknowledged that the world cruise
had been "a triumph of American ships, American
men, and American organization." Quarrels over
tactical superiority of each others' battleships, strategic command, and targeting records underscored
ongoing British naval superiority. The United States
would always be, at most, second best to England. 59
The Great White Fleet returned to Hampton Roads
to "The Gr:andest Naval Pageant in American History."
A two-thousand-gun salute, a thousand small craft,
February 1909), 157.
57
Hart, The Great White Fleet, 284
58
Harris, The Age of the Battleship: 1890-1922, 110.
59
Alfred Thayer Mahan, "The True Significance of the Pacific
Cruise," 412.
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the four new American battleships, and bands playing
"Home, Sweet Home" welcomed the tired, yet now
hardened fighting-force. 60 Roosevelt's address to the
men before they disembarked reiterated the achievement gained by their global diplomacy and the
professionalization of the Navy. The scale of the global
coverage and spectacle allotted to men in service to the
Atlantic Fleet was unparalleled and unmatched by
more advanced European navies. Despite criticisms
from the media and Congress, Americans bought
prestige and an unscarred battle fleet for a tidy-and
criticized-sum of twenty million dollars. 61 Roosevelt's
showmanship and command of the Navy and government served his goals to obtain global respect for the
United States as a developing world power. 62 Although
Roosevelt "show-boated" America's new wealth and
global influence by sending the Great White Fleet on a
world tour of diplomatic goodwill, it was part of a
larger "big-stick" foreign policy that Roosevelt acknowledged as his greatest service to peace. 63
60

Reckner, Teddy Roosevelt's Great White Fleet, 155; Hart,
Great White Fleet: Its Voyage Around the World 1907-1909, 295.
61
Ibid., 299; "Conditions of the Battleships After the Long
Cruise (Around the World]," Scientific American 100, (22 May
1909), 386.
62
Miroff, Icons of Democracy: American Leaders as Heroes,
Aristocrats, Dissenters, & Democrats, 198- 199.
63
Roosevelt, An Autobiography, 592; Annual Report of the
Secretary of the Navy, 1909, 29.
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How Davids Can Beat Goliaths: The
Winning Strategy of the Mono Lake
Committee in Historical Perspective
Jessica Simanton
"Rogue Valley Growers Butt Heads with Environmentalists in Klamath Water Dispute." This could be
a headline for the battle currently fought by environmentalists focused on saving the wildlife, specifically
the salmon, that depend on Oregon's Klamath River for
survival. Klamath'.s water however, is also vital to the
agricultural ventures of the Oregon community to its
south.
In Southern California, as in Rogue Valley, water is
precious. Much of the region is desert. Insufficient
fresh water has been California's problem since the
beginning of its modern history. The Los Angeles
Department of Water and Power (LADWP) has taken
the lead in acquiring this vital resource. At the heart of
LADWP's 20 th century water projects was its diversion
of Mono Lake water, which began in the 1940s. At the
height of the project in the 1970s, Los Angeles was
getting 17 percent of its water from Mono Lake. While
the lake's water kept Los Angeles booming, the lake
itself, a once thriving ecosystem, was quickly diminishing. The destruction to the lake's environment caught
the attention of environmentalists who, after a long
battle, changed water rights and environmental fights
forever, providing an important model for subsequent
environmental activists.
The LADWP's original 1931 plan to divert water
from Mono Lake failed to weigh the environmental
effects the project might have on the area's ecosys-
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terns. The subsequent destruction of Mono Lake was
similar to the environmental outcome of many of the
state's other water projects; however, the Mono Lake
Committee's fight against the LAD WP set an important
precedent for future environmental battles against
human sprawl and development. The two best works
on the significance of the battle over Mono Lake are
John Hart's Storm Over Mono (1985) which details
every aspect of the water conflict; and Craig Arnold's
Working Out an Environmental Ethic: Lessons From
Mono Lake (2004) a lecture discussing the strategy of

the Mono Lake Committee (MLC), and emphasizing
that it did not simply rely on environmental law to win.
This paper will expand on both Hart's and Arnold's
emphases, and place the Mono Lake story and the
MLC's success in historical perspective. It will discuss
how the strategy used by environmentalists was
different than that used in previous environmental
battles and will reveal why the MLC's strategy was
ultimately successful, and made a lasting mark in the
history of environmental protection efforts.
There are countless examples of environmentalists
failing to protect or save natural ecosystems from the
forces of human development. Both Hetch Hetchy and
Mono Lake are in the bounds of Yosemite National
Park. Both are incredibly appealing aesthetically, and
environmental groups seeking to protect them were
forced to take on extremely powerful water development groups. Hetch Hetchy is representative of environmental battles before the Mono Lake conflict.
Drawing water from Mono Lake had been an option
for LADWP's projects since the 1920s. At that time Los
Angeles had been focusing most of its energy on the
hugely successful diversion project in Owens Valley, a
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community just south of Mono Lake. 64 Despite that
venture's success, William Mullholland, Joseph B.
Lippencott, and Fred Eaton, the big names of Los
Angeles 's water projects, knew that Owens could not
provide enough water forever. 6 5 Mono Lake was a
great candidate as a Los Angeles water source because
of its size and feeder stream flow pattern. Additionally
Mono Lake's water would be relatively cheap to transport to Los Angeles and would be profitable once it
arrived. 66 Potential became reality in 1929 when the
LADWP began acquiring right-of-way land (land
immediately around or effected by the lake or its
streams) and water rights in the greater Mono Lake
area. In 1931 LADWP's thirty eight million dollar
project was approved by the State Water Rights Board
and State Water Resources Control Board. Los Angeles
was granted a permit to divert almost the complete
flow of the five streams that supply water into Mono
Lake. 67 With the project established, and some minor
disputes with Mono County landowners resolved, Los
Angeles was ready to proceed. In 1941 , with their
diversion tunnel complete, water from Mono Lake
began to flow to Los Angeles.
Nearly thirty years later, after Los Angeles had
added a second diversion tunnel to the Mono Exten64

Mono Lake Committee, Mono Lake: Paradise in Peril,
(Oa kland, Fall 1979), 12.
65
John Hart, Stonn Over Mono (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1996) , 37 .
66
Ibid.
67
Craig Arnold, "Working Out an Environmental Ethic:
Anniversa ry Lessons From Mono Lake" (lecture given at
University of Wyoming College of Law, Fall 2003), in Wyoming
Law Review 4 (Winter 2004): 13.
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sion, Mono Lake was experiencing a more rapid decline
water level than ever. 68 At this point Mono Lake came
to the attention of the two environmentalists who
eventually put into motion the "Save Mono Lake" fight.
UC Berkeley student Tim Such first became interested
in Mono Lake when he was seeking a subject for a
research project. While researching the lake, Such
became engrossed in its demise. In late 197 4 Such
attempted to gain support of established environmental groups to halt the slow death of Mono Lake. He was
turned down because "they thought the Mono issue
was far too complex ... [and that) you couldn't fight Los
Angeles" without a good legal theory. 69 Such took their
advice and began to focus his research on the legal
arguments and precedents that might help save the
lake. After much hard work Such temporarily called it
quits on his Mono Lake campaign to focus on attaining
his masters degree, but was later brought back into
the campaign by David Gaines, a Stanford graduate,
biologist, ornithologist, and ecologist, as well as a bird
enthusiast, and professor at UC Davis. 70 Gaines, who
had also researched the lake's demise, left his job to
focus on Mono Lake. In 1976 he brought together a
small group of environmentalists and students to do
extensive research on the different ecosystems and
wildlife that were being disrupted due to the d iversion.
The MLC formed in 1978. David Gaines and wife
Sally Judy, along with the small group of environmentalists set up headquarters in Lee Vining, a town near
68

Mono La ke Committee (MLC), Mono Lake: Endangered

Oasis (Berkeley, 1993), 30.
69
Hart, Storm Over Mono, 63.
70
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the lake, and began their grassroots effort by selling tshirts and distributing "Save Mono Lake" bumper
stickers throughout California. 71 Gaines began speaking to environmental groups. Gaines' captivating
speeches brought Friends of the Earth to the cause.
After great debate the influential law firm Morrison
and Foerster took the case pro bona, persuaded by
California Audubon Society's George Peyton, the birdfriendly National Audubon Society, and Such's legal
research .72
The MLC's mission: save Mono Lake. This mission
was so simple and broad that it was supported by all
the diverse individual members and groups that joined
hands with the MLC. While there were many different
goals involved in the Mono Lake campaign, all were
united by the fact that for each individual goal to be
realized, the lake needed to be healthy. 73 This uniting
factor was key because it was able to bring together
groups of environmentalists, who, under other circumstances, could have clashed on many different levels;
however, because they all needed the lake, they
focused their efforts on this common goal.
Environmentalists in the early 20 th century fight to
save Hetch-Hetchy also pulled together a group from
environmental and other establishments to oppose a
major city, in their case San Francisco. However, this
group was not united like the MLC. The Sierra Club,
which led the Hetch-Hetchy opposition, was headed by
John Muir, a mulish environmentalist who often
butted heads with his colleagues, causing rifts within
71
72

73

Ibid., 15.
Hart, Storm Over Mono, 81 -83 .
Ibid., 114-116.
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the group that need~d to be united in order to have
even the smallest chance of beating San Francisco. 74
Just after the MLC, Friends of the Earth, and the
National Audubon Society sued the LADWP in 1978, a
memberofGovernorJenyBrown's administration, the
conservationist Henry Johnson, called a summit to
create an interagency taskforce. The taskforce was lead
by the Water Resources Board, but included other
government agencies: Fish and Game, The Forest
Service, Bureau of Land Management, US Fish and
Wildlife Service, County of Mono, the nonvoting Inyo
County, and of course the LADWP. The taskforce's
mission was "to develop and recommend a plan of
action to preserve and protect the natural resources in
Mono Basin, considering economic and social factors."
First on the agenda was finding a replacement for
Mono water. 75 By May 1979 the focus had shifted. The
taskforce called, not for water replacement, but for Los
Angeles to cut water diversion to 15,000 acre feet per
year so Mono Lake could maintain a water elevation
level of 6,388 feet (higher than that for which the MLC
had originally asked). These cuts were to be made
through conservation and waste water reclamation.
Electric power production would be cut; however, the
taskforce concluded that if hot water usage was
limited, electric power drops would not have much of
a lasting effect. The upshot for Los Angeles would be
that two-thirds of the conservation project would be
paid for by state and federal government, along with
seven-eighths of the water reclamation costs, and Los
74
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Angeles would be able to divert additional water in a
drought situation. 76
This recommendation provided a boost for the MLC
because it showed that the government (at least a
number of agencies within the government) backed the
MLC's concerns about the resources associated with
the lake. Even though the taskforce's recommendation
did not have much of an effect until the end of the
1980s, this victory provided a psychological lift to the
MLC. 77 This type of boost was one that the environmentalists of the Hetch Hetchy battle seldom experienced.
While the taskforce's recommendation certainly
helped the MLC, it was not the make-or-break factor in
MLC's fight. It was the strategy created by the MLC
that gave it small victories like the taskforce recommendation. The MLC's strategy can be broken down
into its four most important components. Each component, and more importantly the MLC's execution of
each component, was key to the overall success of the
group's original mission.
The first of these components: effectively bringing
together and utilizing a large and diverse support
system. The MLC started small, but soon its members
numbered in the thousands. Additionally, groups like
the National Audubon Society and Friends of the
Earth, along with small specific interest groups like
the California Trout and Mammoth Fly Rodders, and
even larger public communities across California
became vital additions to the MLC's base group. The
MLC did not turn away support that came its way, and
76
77

Ibid., 85, 88.
Ibid.
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even when things could have gotten potentially tense
between groups with conflicting concerns, the MLC
was able to deal with each in such a way that it united
them instead of leaving them to focus solely on their
own priorities.78 Each of these groups was able to play
a role that had a favorable impact on the Mono Lake
fight. 79 This is key because it kept groups interested in,
and often more focused on, the primary cause.
In the case of Hetch Hetchy, there was a generally
large group of supporters; however, due to disparate
goals, as the conflict grew more and more complicated,
the opposition to San Francisco could not be mounted
effectively. Arguments were often at cross purposes
and chaotic. Environmentalists fighting other environmentalists caused their arguments to look a lot less
impressive.
The second component of the MLC's winning
strategy was extensive research. Before the MLC eve_n
formed there was an abundance of research about the
effects of water diversion on various ecosystems within
the Mono Basin, and as time went on that research
doubled, then tripled. With so much reliable scientific
information available on the effects of diversion on the
lake and the lake's ecosystem it was impossible to
claim there were no problems due to diversion. Even
Los Angeles could not deny this. 80 People had access to
the information, and it was used in courts, speeches to
the public, presentations to politicians, and it filled the
MLC's newsletters and reports. Knowledge is power,
78
79

80
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and there was no denying the power of the information
concerning Mono Lake.
Research in the Hetch Hetchy conflict was not as
extensive. This may have been because those involved
in both sides of the conflict knew that damming the
valley was going to destroy its ecosystem, so publishing scientific research about the destruction was not
likely to be influential.81 There was instead more of a
focus on publishing emotional letters, essays, and
poetry about the natural wonders and beauty ofHetch
Hetchy than there was information that could be used
as evidence in court. Because there was not research
to support their every argument, the Hetch-Hetchy
environmentalists had holes in their presentation. San
Francisco had an easy time filling in those holes with
their own information, and did so using information to
bolster its case that Hetch Hetchy was vital to the
city's future. 8 2
A third component of the strategy was public
relations. The public trust doctrine which states that
the public at large owns resources and scenic areas,
was the focus of tlie MLC'S battle. David Gaines
wanted to "make people throughout California realize
what would be lost" in the event that the lake continued at its current rate of demise. He wanted them to
understand what they were losing by getting cheap
water to Los Angeles. If it was water they wanted,
Gaines said he would accept their choice, "but it had
to be a knowing choice."83 Thus the MLC worked
81
82
83
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enthusiastically to bring Mono Lake into the lives of
the public at large.
It seemed that the MLC did just about everything
possible to bring the Mono Lake issue into public
awareness. According to the Los Angeles Times, "they
cajole magazines into running articles on the lake, lead
tours and sell Mono Lake coffee mugs and T-shirts,"
but these things barely skim the surface of the MLC
promotional activities. 8 4 Thanks to Mono Lake's scenic
appeal, the MLC did not have to work to bring publicity (in the form oflive news, journalism, and photography) to the lake. The MLC did, however, bring to Mono
Basin low-income community members from the Los
Angeles area, as well as members of organizations, and
students from schools all over Southern California.
Also, with an opponent like the flashy LADWP, the
crisis was easily kept in the spotlight. Additionally,
there was the Mono Lake Newsletter, a quarterly
publication which took the extensive amounts of
ongoing scientific research on the lake's ecosystems
and made it public-friendly. 85 David Gaines traveled
throughout California, and especially to Los Angeles,
giving lectures on Mono Lake and its current crisis.
There were birdathons hosted by the Audubon society,
as well as bikeathons. These were forms offundraising
as well as opportunities to bring people and publicity
to the lake. Other public outreach included state-wide
fundraisers such as luxury bus tours of the Mono
Basin, wine drawings, dinners at high-end restau84
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rants, yacht rides, and much more. 86 The public was
involved, and in ways that gave them personal attachment to the lake. People could make their own decisions about what they learned from participating in
fun and creative activities, and reading the various
user-friendly publications. In the end, the public gave
a lot of backing to the public trust idea, and also to the
idea that Mono Lake must be preserved. This helped to
show the courts and politicians that the LAD WP had in
fact not followed public trust protocol when they
enacted their Mono Extension project.
The fourth and final major component, and perhaps the component that really saved Mono Lake, was
the philosophy of compromise. From the start the MLC
asked for the minimum water elevation level to keep
the lake's ecosystem thriving. They were never asking
for a complete shutoff of Mono water to Los Angeles,
and as time went on, and especially after Mary Davis
took over leadership of the MLC, the notion of compromise became an even bigger component in the organization's success. Davis did not like the idea of any group
involved in a conflict feeling like it had lost, and she
sure the MLC was amenable to compromise. Without
this willingness to negotiate, LADWP could have held
off for a lot longer, and made the process a lot harder
on the MLC and the lake itself. 87
Muir was not a Davis. He wanted one thing and
there was no compromise. He had little appreciation
for those who did not see the spiritual appeal of
nature, and this made it very hard for him to work
with those he opposed. Muir went to his deathbed
86
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firmly opposed to the Hetch Hetchy project. Not being
able to negotiate with the opposition put the environm entalists in a deadlock. Powerful institutions had the
money to stall, and San Francisco most certainly held
off and beat the environmentalists using this tactic .
Mono Lake, after much debate, was officially
"saved" in the 1990s. Headed by Davis, the MtC and
the LADWP worked out a plan that allowed Los Angeles to continue diversion, while maintaining a
healthy flow for the lake's survival. The battle had been
long, yet in 1994, it was safe to say it was well worth
the extra time necessary to create such an unbeatable
strategy.
The current struggle to keep Oregon's Klamath
River suitable for the wildlife that depend on it is
taking on a shape similar to the Mono Lake fight. First,
there has been extensive research about the effects of
water diversion on the salmon populations. Additionally, the environmentalists point out a regulation
much like the public trust doctrine that the U.S.
Bureau of Reclamation failed to follow when starting
up their diversion project. In violation of the federal
Endangered Species Act the bureau failed to consult
with other federal agencies about the impact of water
diversion on threatened fish species. 88 The endangered
area is also receiving publicity thanks to President
George W. Bush's efforts to assist the U.S. Bureau of
Reclamation. Finally, environmentalists are not asking
for a complete shutoff of water going to Rogue Valley,
but instead, they are asking, as the MLC did, for a big
88
Paul Fettig, "Suit Stalks Water Diversion" Mail Tribune, 31
Jan. 2003. <http://www.mailtribune.com/archive/2003/0131/
loca l/stories/02local.htm> (22 Jan. 2006) .
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enough decrease in water diversions to keep the area
suitable for local wildlife so everyone can use it,
including, in this case, the fisheries that depend on the
salmon for their economy. 89
The Klamath controversy has yet to be resolved,
but the strategy its environmental group is using
shows that while they have the ecosystem and salmon
at heart, they have learned that such concerns are not
necessarily effective weapons in the battle against the
economic forces of a region. The environmentalists
involved in the Mono Lake dispute put together an
argument that spanned environmental and economic
concerns. The groups left no stone untumed, drawing
in people from all interest groups and walks of life,
foraging a support system that, when push came to
shove, the Los Angeles Department of Water could not
beat. Long battles are tough: the environmentalists
involved in the Mono Lake fight learned this, but such
all-consuming battles are worth it when the victory is
as important it was in Mono County.
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